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C
IMA has always been about 

enabling its members to 

succeed — both personally 

and in leading their businesses to 

success.

I intend my year as president 

to be de�ned by that simple and 

important purpose.

In many ways my career 

illustrates how the CIMA 

professional quali�cation and the 

CGMA designation are passports 

to great and diverse careers. 

Throughout my career I have 

learned to value a range of views 

and opinions, being open and 

transparent, and achieving a 

consensus having fully weighed 

the arguments.

My journey has taken me from 

Sri Lanka, where I quali�ed in 

1993, to the UK to gain an MBA at 

Cran�eld School of Management, 

and from there to Saudi Arabia 

and then to Canada, where I’ve 

settled with my wife and family.

As well as being geographically 

diverse, my career has 

encompassed a range of sectors.

From early on I wanted to work 

in industry, and the CIMA route 

o�ered a way to do that. My �rst job in Sri Lanka was, 

however, with a public accounting �rm, which 

provided invaluable exposure to global companies, 

many industries, and di�erent accounting systems. I 

also gained insight into the diverse leadership styles 

within our client businesses.

Three years at an established trading and export 

house followed by three years at one of Sri Lanka’s 

largest clothing manufacturers were the next stops in 

my career journey. In Saudi Arabia at the Alesayi 

Group I worked with its business units to develop 

their strategic business plans and raise funding.

In Canada, my career switched again — to a 

telecoms company and then to a media business 

that makes TV programmes. I now work in media 

entertainment, developing musicians’ online and 

social brands — the area where music, media, and 

technology intersect. Again, it’s about diversity. 

We have worked with very 

well-established global 

musicians such as Celine Dion, 

Elton John, and Mark Knop�er, 

but also with less well-known 

artists such as the Canadian 

bands Great Big Sea and Blue 

Rodeo. 

It’s a great privilege to be CIMA 

president in this centenary year, 

and also chair of the Association 

board. I have been on CIMA’s 

Council since 2013 and have 

served on a number of its 

committees, but I started my 

volunteer life very early on with 

the CIMA Students’ Society in Sri 

Lanka. Its aim was to provide 

networking opportunities in a 

relaxed and fun environment. 

When I became quali�ed, I joined 

CIMA Sri Lanka’s education and 

training committee at a time 

when I was also lecturing for a 

tuition provider. 

Moving to Toronto reignited 

my interest in volunteer work for 

our Institute — I joined the CIMA 

Canada board in 2004 and 

eventually became its chair. I was 

very involved with launching a 

mentoring programme that helps members and 

students moving to Canada navigate the sometimes 

di�cult process of �nding employment.

Members are our most important ambassadors, 

and we need to ensure we fully support and engage 

with them at each stage of their careers. But we also 

need our members to help students advance through 

the very early stages of their management 

accountancy journey. An important question for our 

Institute is therefore, “How can we encourage and 

help them do that more e�ectively?”

I would like to leave you with a quote from the 

soldier and founder of the Boy Scout and Girl Guide 

movements, Lord Robert Baden-Powell: “Look wide, 

beyond your immediate surroundings and limits, and 

you see things in their right proportion. Look above 

the level of things around you and see a higher aim 

and possibility to your work.”

THE VIEW FROM THE PRESIDENT

AMAL RATNAYAKE, FCMA, CGMA
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Follow me

on Twitter:

@CIMA_President

An enabler of  
success

‘Members are our most 
important ambassadors, and we 

need to ensure we fully … engage 
with them at each stage of  

their careers.’
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T
he Association’s Future of 

Finance research has been a 

game-changer for the 

profession. Not only has it 

meant our members and 

students are well equipped to thrive in 

the increasingly digitised business 

world, but it has also opened doors for 

our Association across the globe.

Using our Association’s resources, 

during the Future of Finance’s research 

phase we gathered from employers and 

members their personal and 

organisational ways of thinking and 

working — and built them into a 

composite picture of �nance in the 

digital world.

Guided by the research, we launched 

earlier this year our updated CGMA 

Competency Framework and 2019 CIMA 

Professional Quali�cation Syllabus. And 

for current members, we are providing 

learning that ensures they are up to 

speed on automation, blockchain, 

cybersecurity, data analytics, and more.

These are the topics on which 

employers are now engaging with us — 

including employers who have not 

engaged with us before. Recognising that 

we have occupied the future-of-�nance 

space, this new interest and response 

from employers is highly proactive and 

immediate in nature. 

Examples of employers who are 

A global 

game-changer

increasingly interested in our work are 

many and across all markets. In Kuala 

Lumpur, we presented to market-leading 

telecoms company Telekom Malaysia, 

and it is now keen to know more about 

tech implementation for the sector, 

including blockchain.

In southern India, in Bangalore, CFOs 

at four employers — Deloitte, KPMG, 

Prudential Insurance, and State Street 

— have asked that we come and speak to 

their teams about the development of 

new skills for the digital environment. 

The same invitation has been extended 

by a group of companies in Lahore in 

Pakistan, including consumer 

electronics company Orient Group and 

the leading construction business Banu 

Mukhtar. In Dubai, initial explanations 

of our Future of Finance research have 

led to requests for more detailed 

presentations to groups of employees 

from businesses such as PepsiCo and 

Emirates airline, as well as government 

organisations.

A roundtable hosted by the CIMA 

president in South Africa included 

representatives from a range of 

employers including Transnet, the 

state-owned company behind the 

country’s port, rail, and pipeline 

infrastructure, and the Department of 

Mineral Resources. The view of senior 

leaders from these organisations was 

that more public-sector employees need 

the CGMA designation — to be relevant 

and to work with reference to our 

particular ethical framework.

Earlier this year, in Bucharest in 

Romania, an event highlighting our 

Future of Finance work was combined 

with the launch of our collaboration with 

PwC’s Academy Romania. This close 

working will involve a range of CIMA 

learning programmes delivered face to 

face and by digital media.

We are also engaging with large 

numbers of employers through 

conferences in North Asia — for 

example, the Hong Kong Future of 

Finance conference in April that was 

attended by 300 �nance leaders.

In all of this work by the Association, 

we are focused on elevating the relevance 

and recognition of the CGMA designation 

— to ensure that employers understand 

the skills and type of mindset that you, 

our members, can bring to drive 

successful businesses.

By Irene Teng
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Irene Teng is executive  

vice-president–Global Markets at the 

Association of International Certified 

Professional Accountants.
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INFO ROUNDUP

Teamwork 
promotes 
engagement
A recent survey by ADP 

Research Institute of more 

than 19,000 workers in 19 

countries (The Global Study of 

Engagement (2019)) found that 

only 16% of employees are 

“fully engaged”, a number that 

hasn’t budged much since the 

institute’s last survey in 2015. 

“This means 84% of workers 

are just ‘coming to work’ 

instead of contributing all they 

could to their organisations,” 

the researchers wrote.

On the �ip side, they found 

that teams and trust in team 

leaders are the most important 

factors in employee 

engagement. Speci�cally:

yyy Workers on a team are 2.3 

times more likely to be 

fully engaged.

yyy 75% of those in teams say 

teams are not included in 

their organisational chart.

yyy Virtual workers are more 

engaged than those in an 

o�ce as long as they’re 

part of a team. 

yyy Workers who trust the 

team leader are 12 times 

as likely to be fully 

engaged. 

Here’s how much cybercrime 
can cost your company
Cybercriminals are becoming more 

sophisticated in their attack methods and are 

taking direct aim at �nance departments, 

costing companies unprecedented amounts of 

money to combat the threats, Accenture 

Security’s 2019 The Cost of Cybercrime study 

found.

The survey of more than 2,600 security 

professionals in 11 countries found that the 

average annual total cost of cybercrime per 

company jumped from $11.7 million in 2017 to a 

record $13 million in 2018. The costs are from 

cybercrime discovery, investigation, 

containment, and recovery. Based on 

participants’ feedback, the study’s authors 

estimated the total value at risk from 

cybercrime in the next �ve years at $5.2 trillion.

“The bad guys today are very well funded 

and have lots of friends in high places and in 

governments around the world,” said Larry 

Ponemon, author of the study and chairman 

and founder of the data protection and 

cybersecurity research centre Ponemon 

Institute. 

The targets and techniques of 

cybercriminals are evolving, the study found, 

with malware and ransomware the most 

common threats. 

Hackers are also intensifying their attacks 

on a key vulnerability — the human layer — 

with a 16% increase in phishing and social 

engineering attacks over the last year, and the 

study reports that “many employees are often 

the root cause of successful cyberattacks”.

“Most people see the hacker as the bad guy 

in a thriller movie, breaking in and causing 

havoc, but by far the number one greatest risk 

for an organisation is the insider problem,” said 

Ponemon. “Sometimes that’s a malicious 

insider, and sometimes it’s a good person doing 

stupid things.”

Malware attacks were the most expensive 

for companies to handle, with an average price 

tag of $2.6 million annually. However, “the cost 

of ransomware (21% increase) and malicious 

insider (15% increase) attack types have grown 

the fastest over the last year,” the report said.

The study outlines three steps for reducing 

the costs of cybercrime:

yyy Prioritise protecting against people-based 

attacks. Companies should create a 

“security-�rst culture”, and accountability 

is key.

yyy Invest to limit information loss and 

business disruption. Investing in data 

protection and cryptographic technologies 

can reduce the loss and cost of attacks.

yyy Target technologies that reduce rising 

costs. Technologies that make it easier to 

discover, investigate, and recover from 

cybercrime will help reduce costs.

— Drew Adamek (Andrew.Adamek@aicpa-cima.

com) is an FM magazine senior editor. 
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55%
Portion of consumers who 
want more information on 

social, health, environmental, 
and safety issues with regard 

to their purchases (Honest 

Product Guide, Futerra).

Full story, page 10

The future of 

shipping fuel
‘In all honesty, it’s a reckoning that’s been needed.’

J.D. Kern, CPA, CGMA, the CFO for Rand Logistics and 

its 14 “laker” ships, on new environmentally 

conscious regulations for fuel used by cargo ships. 

Full story, page 14

1,500% 
The improvement in a 

high-performing marketing 
campaign over the course of 
a year because of continuous 
improvements on hundreds 

of minor changes backed  
by data.

Full story, page 32 

Integrated reporting

gains momentum in Asia
An increasing number of organisations across Asia are 

implementing integrated reporting (IR) as they realise corporate 

reporting that focuses solely on �nancial numbers fails to paint 

the full picture of their organisation’s value to investors and 

stakeholders.

“What is corporate governance there for? It’s the 

accountability of business to society but also investors,” said 

Jonathan Labrey, chief strategy o�cer of the International 

Integrated Reporting Council (IIRC), at an integrated reporting 

conference in Malaysia in April. “If investors and society are not 

getting from companies the rich value that’s being created, then 

there’s an accountability gap.” 

Globally, IR adopters are spread across 64 countries. In two 

particular countries, IR has received wide adoption as a form of 

multi-capital reporting: South Africa, where listed companies 

are required to prepare integrated reports, and Japan, where IR 

received endorsement from the government in addition to 

initiative from companies.

Japan’s Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry published 

a report in 2015 recommending the use of integrated reports as a 

means to better communicate Japanese companies’ value. As of 

2017, 341 listed companies in Japan were publishing integrated 

reports, according to KPMG. 

In South-East Asia, IR adoption is picking up in Malaysia, 

where more than 60 companies have started publishing 

integrated reports, Labrey said. 

“In Malaysia, it’s de�nitely at a tipping point. All the di�erent 

pieces of the jigsaw are in place,” he said, citing endorsements 

from Malaysia’s regulators, corporate governance code, and 

support from investors such as the local retirement fund.

Who should lead IR implementation?

Corporate reporting necessitates the involvement of multiple 

departments from �nance to investor relations, but Labrey said 

that the CFO, as a trusted partner of the CEO, should take 

ownership of integrated reporting as part of an organisation’s 

strategy.

“You don’t run your business with just one lens, but through 

your strategy and your business model,” he said, adding that 

integrated reporting is in line with management accounting 

principles in driving the strategy for the organisation.  

— Alexis See Tho (Alexis.SeeTho@aicpa-cima.com) is 

an FM magazine associate editor.
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Good for the

planet, suppliers, 

and balance sheet

Rianne Sujeewa (left) and Nishanthi 
Lambrichs co-founded Beleaf & Co., 
a South African importer of 
sustainable and socially 
responsible teas.
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U
nilever announced in 2018 

that it would publicly disclose 

all of its palm oil suppliers 

and millers, becoming the 

�rst multinational consumer 

goods company to take this step. The aim: 

making its entire palm oil supply chain 

more transparent and sustainable. Besides 

putting 300 direct suppliers and 1,400 

mills under the human rights and 

environmental microscope, the company 

said it would also scrutinise middlemen 

and agents. 

The move is a response to public 

backlash at the environmental 

degradation and human rights abuses 

associated with producing one of the 

world’s most widely consumed edible 

oils. Unilever’s announcement came a 

year after the company pledged to invest 

$25 million to achieve large-scale 

deforestation-free agricultural 

production. 

Unilever has also made the business 

case for supply chain sustainability in its 

Sustainable Living Plan, launched in 2010. 

Supply chain sustainability and 

transparency helps the company secure 

supplies and reduce risk and volatility in 

its raw material supply chains, and o�ers 

opportunity for innovation. And it’s not 

just palm oil. Unilever has announced 

plans to increase transparency and 

sustainability in its supply chain across a 

number of products. 

Bolstering supply chain transparency 

is a step that many businesses may be 

taking soon. Sustainable and transparent 

supply chains are about more than just 

staying within the rules or keeping up 

appearances: They make business sense.

A 2018 report by international 

sustainability strategy agency Futerra is a 

case in point. Published in partnership 

with the Consumer Goods Forum, the 

Honest Product Guide encompasses market 

research with consumers in seven 

countries and more than 70 companies 

worldwide, including members of the 

Consumer Goods Forum. The data show 

that 55% of consumers want more 

information on social, health, 

environmental, and safety issues with 

regard to their purchases, and that 70% of 

consumers surveyed “are most interested 

in transparency about products” whilst 

only 30% are concerned about who made 

the products.

There is more: According to Label 

Insight’s 2016 Transparency ROI Study, 

94% of consumers are likely to be loyal to 

a brand that o�ers complete transparency, 

and 73% are willing to pay more for 

products with completely transparent 

supply chains. 

Companies taking charge
These trends are not going unnoticed 

within the global private sector. Some 

companies are gearing towards 

transparent and sustainable supply 

chains, giving their customers a clear 

insight into how their goods and products 

are sourced, farmed, and manufactured. 

This is to assure consumers that their 

purchases do not involve any form of 

exploitation such as child labour and 

slavery, do not contribute to degradation 

of the environment, and foster overall 

human wellbeing and healthy 

ecosystems. 

South African food and clothing 

retailer Woolworths, for instance, is 

focusing on the traceability and ethical 

production and sourcing of its clothes, 

homeware, fresh produce, canned foods, 

and other products.

“Our customers frequently ask us for 

more information on where we source 

our products,” said Lawrence Pillay, 

Woolworths’ group head of sourcing, in a 

statement. “The reputation of our brand is 

based on the products we sell and our 

customers’ experience, so it is critical for 

the sustainability of our business.”

The company employs teams of 

sustainability and technical experts in 

each of its departments. These sta� 

members work closely with the 

company’s suppliers, which are vetted 

and held accountable for their 

sustainability practices.

“All our suppliers and service 

providers, whatever their location, are 

bound by our Code of Business Conduct, 

which is aligned with the International 

Labour Organization’s conventions in 

relation to ethical trade,” Pillay said. 

“Suppliers undergo regular social 

compliance checks conducted by 

independent auditors and are required to 

supply audit reports from independent 

auditors to ensure they meet the 

standards of the codes.”

No quick fix
What it takes to make supply chains 

transparent depends on the nature of the 

company, its supply chains and 

objectives, and how far it wants to go.

“Most businesses start out by looking 

at their top suppliers by spend,” said 

Simon Clarke, director at South African 

sustainability advisory �rm IBIS 

Consulting. “This is a good place to start 

but may potentially result in missing 

smaller suppliers on which you are not 

spending a lot, but which are key in your 

supply chain and, therefore, pose both a 

possible sustainability risk but also an 

opportunity.”

A typical supply chain transparency 

journey for established businesses, 

therefore, starts with getting a clear 

understanding of the landscape through a 

mapping exercise. This helps companies 

understand which suppliers are used, 

where their materials and products come 

from, and how much they are spending 

on these. 

“The second step is to look at and 

manage the risks and vulnerabilities 

within the supply chain,” Clarke said, 

noting that based on this, companies can 

work with their suppliers towards greater 

Some companies are beginning to invest in supply 

chain transparency as a strategic move.

By Miriam Mannak
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levels of transparency and sustainability. 

(Also, see the sidebar, “The Bene�ts of 

Sustainable Supply Chain O�cers”.)

Smaller companies embrace 
transparency
Multinationals tend to attract the most 

attention with their intentions and 

achievements in supply chain 

transparency, but smaller businesses are 

disrupting the landscape, too. This 

certainly applies to companies that have 

embraced sustainability and transparency 

from the start. For some of them, supply 

chain transparency is built on trust and 

close relationships as much as public 

statements. 

Bean There Co�ee Company, South 

Africa’s �rst roaster of certi�ed fair trade 

African co�ees, is a good example. 

Established in 2005 in Johannesburg, the 

venture has two roasteries and various 

co�ee shops across South Africa selling 

ethically sourced and produced co�ee 

from Burundi, the Democratic Republic of 

Congo, Ethiopia, Kenya, Rwanda, and 

Tanzania.

“Knowing where our co�ees come 

from, and knowing our supplying 

farmers personally, is a key aspect of our 

business,” said founder Jonathan 

Robinson. He said that Bean There buys 

over 100 tonnes of African Arabica 

co�ee beans per year from smallholder 

farmers in the aforementioned 

countries, cutting out as many 

middlemen, sales agents, and other 

third-party service providers as possible, 

whilst ensuring that the farmers receive 

a fair price for their co�ee. This is the 

principle of direct fair trade.

“We visit our suppliers each year to 

maintain our relationship with them and 

to discuss the price they are receiving and 

to ensure that the money we are paying is 

received by the individual farmers which 

make up the co-operative. During our 

visits, we sit down and talk with them 

about their products and hear about 

whether they are happy with the price 

they are receiving. We look at numbers 

and make sure everything adds up, from 

both sides.”

The direct fair trade approach allows 

Bean There to consistently pay its 

producers a higher price than 

conventional co�ee companies do, 

regardless of co�ee price volatility. 

“In 2018 the co�ee price was extremely 

low, but we continued to pay higher 

prices. We certainly could have paid less 

than we did, but we want to be assured of 

great co�ee, and we want to keep 

supporting communities and delivering 

exceptional co�ee to our customers,” 

Robinson said. 

Blockchain put to use
Beleaf & Co., a South African importer of 

sustainable and socially responsible teas, 

also operates according to direct trade 

principles but is taking its transparency 

mission a substantial leap further. The tea 

retailer is preparing to use blockchain to 

track the production, purchasing, 

value-add, and transport activities of its 

tea supplier in Malawi.

The technology, which produces 

auditable and unchangeable data that 

allow for veri�able transparency, is 

helping companies like Beleaf & Co. 

record and publicly disclose every 

business step — in this case, which 

kilogram of which tea was picked by 

which picker from which farm in which 

country, how much the picker was paid, 

and whether Beleaf & Co. paid more for its 

teas than conventional companies. 

“Some of our teas cost us $50 per 

kilogram, whilst mass-produced tea 

fetches $5 per kilogram at auctions,” 

co-founder Nishanthi Lambrichs said, 

noting that blockchain also helps record 

and publicly disclose all costs incurred, 

from value-added fees to transport 

expenses. “Shipping tea to South Africa by 

Workers in the 
Democratic 
Republic of 
Congo sort 
coffee beans. 
Companies 
are working 
to embrace 
sustainability 
and transparency 
across the 
supply chain.
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The benefits of sustainable supply chain officers

They boost companies’ environmental sustainability and social 
responsibility credentials, thus business attractiveness and profits.

Sustainable and ethical business operations are no longer a box-ticking exercise. 
In developed and emerging markets, shareholders, potential investors, and 
customers are increasingly pushing companies towards taking into account the 
environment and the wellbeing of communities and employees.

Asserting that your business is taking sustainability seriously — and reporting 
on the implementation of internal measures and targets whilst mitigating 
sustainability risks — is not enough. Although you may be running a sustainable 
business, there’s a risk that your suppliers could potentially be guilty of 
exploitation, human rights violations, or environmental degradation. 

This is where sustainable supply chain officers come in. 
Although they may not be suitable for smaller companies with a limited 

footprint, for companies with extended supply chains, an effective sustainable 
supply chain manager looks not only at what is most affordable and cost-
efficient, but also at what is right in the eyes of a business’s customers, 
increasing brand trust and loyalty. 

These experts know their organisation’s internal environmental, social, and 
economic sustainability objectives inside out and are specialised in embedding 
those in its supply chain. 

“Sustainable supply chain managers know what will affect their organisation’s 
sustainability image and performance, both positively and negatively, now and in 
the long run,” said Darlington Onojaefe, Ph.D., senior lecturer at the faculty of 
business and management sciences at Cape Peninsula University of Technology 
in Cape Town.

Simon Clarke, director at South African sustainability consulting company IBIS 
Consulting, advises firms to consider hiring or outsourcing different experts to 
share the task, each with their own mandate, and have them work as a team. 
“Sustainability is a broad topic. A sustainable supply chain manager needs to 
understand all issues within a company’s supply and value chain,” he said. 
“Some are social, economic, environmental, or even health- and safety-related. It 
may be difficult to find one single person who can do all of this.”

A sustainable supply chain officer should ideally be tech-savvy and willing to 
explore new technology to boost supply chain transparency. 

Yet technology such as blockchain will not replace sustainable supply chain 
officers or other specialised staff. “Technology can enhance their job description 
and enable them,” Onojaefe said. “The human factor will always be needed.”

Miriam Mannak is a freelance writer 

based in South Africa. To comment on 

this article or to suggest an idea for 

another article, contact Drew Adamek, 

an FM magazine senior editor, at 

Andrew.Adamek@aicpa-cima.com.

plane costs us between $10 and $30 per 

kilogram. Some of our teas cost us $70, 

including buying and shipping.”

The idea is to print QR codes on the 

packaging, allowing Beleaf & Co.’s 

customers to retrace the product’s origins 

from farm to cup. “Eventually all of our 

farms will be put on blockchain,” 

Lambrichs said. 

The cost of transparency
So how much does it cost to make a 

company’s supply chain more 

transparent? Clarke said that this varies 

from �rm to �rm. 

“This depends on the size and 

complexity of the supply chain, the 

industry the client is in, and where the 

client is in their sustainable supply chain 

journey,” he said. 

Woolworths does not report on how 

much it is investing in the transparency 

and sustainability activities outlined in its 

Good Business Journey. The only 

information available are data around the 

development and training of — and 

procurement from — enterprise 

development bene�ciaries. Its 2018 Good 

Business Journey report shows that the 

retailer’s total procurement spend with 49 

enterprise development bene�ciaries was 

ZAR 246 million ($17.1 million) in the 

2017–2018 �nancial year. 

Beleaf & Co’s blockchain mission is 

complicated due to the nature of the 

business, which comprises many steps, 

from farming, transport, and packaging to 

selling to various retailers. “Putting our 

pilot phase in Malawi on blockchain costs 

$30,000 for the �rst phase, which revolves 

around data collection. The second phase 

costs about the same. We are currently 

raising funds for that,” Lambrichs said.

Business imperative 
Agreeing that $30,000 is a lot of money for 

a small business, Lambrichs said these 

expenses will pay themselves back. 

Transparency and sustainability form part 

of the Beleaf & Co. story and are key 

reasons why the company is in business. 

“People buy our teas and stores stock our 

products because of the quality and our 

story,” she said. “Today’s customers ask 

more questions about what they buy and 

are willing to pay more for it if this results 

in higher wages for producers and 

farmers.”

Robinson agrees. Besides being good 

for its suppliers, Bean There’s direct trade 

approach and paying farmers better wages 

— and involving suppliers in their 

business — bene�ts the company, too. 

“The commitment we show our suppliers 

results in them being committed to us 

and treating us very well in return by 

reserving their best crop for us,” he said. 

“This is good for us as we want to be 

known as a company that sells the world’s 

best co�ee whilst making a di�erence in 

the lives of African co�ee smallholders.” 

When it comes to large companies, 

Darlington Onojaefe, Ph.D., senior lecturer 

at the faculty of business and management 

sciences at Cape Peninsula University of 

Technology in Cape Town, said he thinks 

that the only way they can make their 

supply chains more transparent and 

sustainable is if they are serious about 

their endeavour and treat it as a business 

imperative rather than a box-ticking 

exercise. “Listening to consumers is key,” 

he said.   Q
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Fuel regulations from 

the UN’s International 

Maritime Organization 

are set to take effect 

in 2020 — potentially 

changing the price of 

everything.

By Andrew Kenney

E
ach spring, icebreaking ships 

launch into the Great Lakes of 

North America, clearing the 

locks and channels that 

connect the sprawling inland 

waters. Soon after, a �eet of more than 

100 cargo ships returns to the frigid 

waters. It’s the start of a nine-month 

sprint to ferry industrial supplies 

hundreds or even thousands of miles.

“All of our revenue is earned from April 

1 to Dec. 31, and when we are moving, we 

are moving all the time,” said J.D. Kern, 

CPA, CGMA, the CFO for Rand Logistics 

and its 14 “laker” ships. 

Why a new 

shipping  regulation 
could matter to

you

E
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“If they go down for an hour, we know 

about it.”

Right now, though, Kern is not just 

worried about an hourlong disruption. 

He’s planning for a change that could take 

years to play out, a�ecting not just the 

Great Lakes but the global shipping 

industry and consumers as well.

Starting 1 January 2020, the 

international shipping industry — from 

Lake Ontario to transcontinental routes 

— will have to reckon with higher prices 

for its most basic supply, fuel. It’s also a 

change that could a�ect everything from 

consumer goods to air travel. And it’s a 

prime example of the regulatory reforms 

that will challenge �nance leaders as 

global industries struggle for 

environmental sustainability on a 

changing planet.

“It’s been talked about for a decade,” 

Kern said. “And really, in all honesty, it’s a 

reckoning that’s been needed.”

A major change
Rand’s 700-foot ships burn up to ten 

tonnes of fuel per day as they ferry wheat, 

rock, and other dry bulk across the lakes. 

On the open ocean, larger ships can use 

more than 300 tonnes of fuel per day. And 

sulphurous heavy fuel oil makes up 76% of 

the shipping industry’s consumption by 

tonnage, according to 2012 statistics 

provided by the UN’s International 

Maritime Organization (IMO).

Currently, many maritime shippers 

use some of the cheapest fuel available — 

viscous, tar-black bunker fuel. Bunker fuel 

is loaded with sulphur, which causes 

respiratory and other health problems for 

people living along shipping routes. It 

may also be linked to lightning storms on 

shipping routes, according to research 

cited by the World Economic Forum.

Now, the IMO is implementing 

signi�cant new restrictions on sulphur 

emissions. As a result, Wood Mackenzie, a 

global research and business consultancy 

headquartered in Scotland, has estimated 

that shipping fuel costs could rise by $24 

billion — about 25% — in 2020, Reuters 

reported.

The US Energy Information 

Administration has predicted “modest 

upward pressure” on crude oil in late 2019 

and early 2020 but expects it will 

diminish over time. Either way, experts in 

shipping and adjacent industries are 

bracing for the impact.

“A big change, really, but it’s needed to 

save the environment by reducing 

pollution,” said Sameh Rassoul, CPA, 

CGMA, the chief internal auditor for 

National Navigation Co., one of the largest 

shipping companies in the Middle East.

Starting 1 January, the maximum 

sulphur content for fuel will drop from 

3.5% to 0.5% by mass. That will force 

shippers to seek new fuel sources, such as 

lique�ed natural gas. Those fuels can be 

economical, but older ships must be 

retro�tted to use them. Also, the 

availability of some fuels may not match 

up to shipping routes.

Alternatively, shippers can install 

costly “scrubbers” that keep sulphur 

pollution from reaching the atmosphere. 

That allows them to keep burning cheaper 

fuel, but the initial outlay is expensive — 

installation of scrubbers on Rand’s Great 

Lakes ships, for instance, would cost $2 

million to $6 million per ship. Instead, the 

company plans to retro�t many of its ship 

engines to burn cleaner fuel.

For years, shippers have been plotting 

out “a fair-value exercise to see how that 

will a�ect me”, Kern said.

“Each shipping company has to select 

the alternative that is cost-e�ective and 

compatible with its long-term goals and 

operating plans,” said Rassoul, who 

stressed that he was not speaking for 

National Navigation Co.

Ripples along the supply chain
But this isn’t just an industry question. 

The global shipping industry moves 

about 90% of the world’s trade — so those 

costs will cascade from the back o�ce of 

the shipping companies down to 

consumers.

“We can expect that it will take some 

years to reach stable ground after the 

settlement of all the surrounding issues,” 

Rassoul said, “because this process is very 

complicated, and many industries are 

sharing in the e�ects.”

‘The finance 
department will have 
to push their supply 
chain department to 
have deeper 
conversations with 
the shippers that they 
use as vendors.’ 

 J.D. Kern, CPA, CGMA, the CFO for  
Rand Logistics

‘We can expect that it 
will take some years 
to reach stable ground 
after the settlement of 
all the surrounding 
issues.’ 

Sameh Rassoul, CPA, CGMA, the chief 
internal auditor for National Navigation Co.
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Andrew Kenney is a freelance writer 

based in the US. To comment on this 

article or to suggest an idea for 

another article, contact Neil Amato, 

an FM magazine senior editor, at  

Neil.Amato@aicpa-cima.com.

First, the shippers will see how much 

of the cost they can shift to direct 

customers. Some contracts allow 

regulatory costs to be adjusted, while 

other expenses will require some �nesse.

“What can our sales force negotiate, 

and what will the market bear, in terms of 

passing those costs along?” Kern said. The 

e�ects will be di�erent on di�erent 

shipping routes: China already requires 

low-sulphur fuels near ports, and certain 

areas near North American, European, 

and Caribbean coastlines also fall under 

strict limits. On the Great Lakes, some but 

not all of Rand’s �eet already is a�ected by 

sulphur limits.

The same change is a�ecting cruise 

lines. Carnival said in its 2018 annual 

report that it already was installing 

“advanced air quality systems”, in part to 

comply with narrower regional 

regulations. In fact, all of the major 

American cruise lines plan to use 

scrubbers in the long term to meet the 

2020 requirements, the Miami Herald 

reported. But, in the meantime, Carnival 

advised investors in 2018 of a fuel-price 

spike.

The best way to prepare, Kern said, is 

for �nancial leaders at each layer of the 

market to ensure a strong relationship 

with their supply chain teams.

“The �nance department will have to 

push their supply chain department to 

have deeper conversations with the 

shippers that they use as vendors, so that 

both the shippers and the supply chain 

department can come to an agreement on 

what the worldview is,” he said.

Unexpected effects
The IMO 2020 regulations were agreed in 

2008, but many shippers expected the 

timeline would change. Now, the 

possibility looms large, even as the IMO 

considers other proposals to reduce 

emissions, such as speed reduction of 

vessels, or “slow steaming”. Enforcement 

will be the responsibility of the ships’ �ag 

nations, which means there could be 

some variability. But the consequences 

will be serious: Ships that fail to comply 

could lose their charter to sail, and major 

insurance companies also may require 

compliance, according to information 

services company IHS Markit.

So, when the rules were con�rmed in 

2016, it set o� a scramble for shippers, oil 

producers, and others. For example, IHS 

Markit warns that there is concern that 

re�neries may not be able to meet 

demand globally for the low-sulphur 

fuels. And the retooling of production 

may send secondary ripples through the 

oil markets.

“Re�ners — and fuel buyers — will 

experience signi�cant price impacts as 

they shift production to deliver greater 

volumes of very low-sulphur fuel oil and 

�nd a market for their less valuable fuels,” 

said Spencer Welch, an executive director 

for the company, in a news release.

While the market adjusts, demand for 

some exports could waver, too.

“We may see some decline in demand 

on nonessential commodities, at least 

until the settlement takes place and the 

industry restores its stability,” Rassoul 

said. “So, those who work in the 

production of some products which 

intensively depend on export have to 

consider those changes unless they 

already have signed long-term contracts.”

Besides higher prices on goods, the 

change also could have secondary e�ects 

on other fuel-dependent industries such 

as air travel, according to Wood 

Mackenzie. 

On the horizon
And then there’s the bigger picture: IMO 

2020 could be just a preview of sweeping 

regulatory shifts to come. The shipping 

industry is a signi�cant source of 

greenhouse-gas emissions, with carbon 

emissions roughly equal to the nation of 

Germany’s. 

In 2018, the IMO set its initial goals 

for addressing that much larger issue. 

The organisation wants the industry’s 

greenhouse-gas emissions to drop by at 

least 50% by 2050, compared with 2008. 

Such a change would require dramatic 

technological upgrades, such as 

battery- and fuel-cell-powered ships, 

which are appearing on only a small 

scale now.

The next few years may show just 

how prepared — or not — the world is for 

the larger changes that climate change 

will require. And the time is now, Kern 

said, for �nance leaders to learn how to 

deal with regulatory reform.

The best strategy, he said, is to 

immerse oneself in the facts of the 

company and the industry. “When you’re 

dealing with regulatory change, you 

really have to learn about the rest of your 

company,” Kern said.   Q

Bunker fuel is loaded with
sulphur, which causes

respiratory and other health
problems for people living

along shipping routes.
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Companies want in 

on the growth market 

providing halal products 

to a quarter of the world’s 

population. 

By Alexis See Tho

O
ver the past decade, the term 

halal has evolved to take on a 

new meaning. What used to 

be mostly about food and 

Islamic �nancing is now seen 

as a way of life, sending ripple e�ects 

across supply chains and industries. The 

trend is now stimulating billions of 

dollars in halal market expansion. 

“The preparation of food is the raison 

d’être, the original reason, why we have 

the halal industry in the �rst place,” said 

A�� al-Akiti, D.Phil., a fellow at the Oxford 

Centre for Islamic Studies, at a recent 

halal conference in Malaysia. “[But] as a 

scholar, I think the philosophy of halal 

should go beyond the preparation of food. 

… Halal should also be about an ethical 

and wholesome way of doing business.” 

In supply chains, al-Akiti gives the 

example of a halal chicken producer, 

where halal should permeate the 

end-to-end chain from farm to table, 

including raising chickens ethically 

and sustainably, paying employees 

fair wages, and charging consumers a 

fair price. 

In 2017, the global halal economy 

amounted to $2.1 trillion as the world’s 

roughly 1.8 billion Muslims warm up to 

halal lifestyle products, according to the 

State of the Global Islamic Economy Report 

2018/19 by Thomson Reuters and 

DinarStandard. Halal food and beverage 

Sizing up the

$2 trillion
halal market 

O
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products make up the largest category, 

with consumers worldwide spending $1.3 

trillion, followed by halal clothing at $270 

billion, halal media and entertainment at 

$209 billion, halal travel at $177 billion, 

halal pharmaceuticals at $87 billion, and 

halal cosmetics at $61 billion.

The report projects the global halal 

economy to hit $3 trillion in 2023.

Some companies, with the support of 

their governments, are eager to cash in on 

the growing halal market. Korean 

companies will be �lling retail space with 

halal Korean eateries, karaoke rooms, and 

cosmetics stores in a four-storey 

Koreatown in a Malaysian shopping mall. 

Japanese company Curetex Corp. is 

partnering with a Malaysian food service 

provider to set up a halal central kitchen 

serving thousands of athletes and 

delegates due to arrive at Tokyo’s 2020 

Olympic Games. 

Halal media and entertainment are 

also gaining traction. The Halal Foodie on 

Discovery Networks’ Travel and Living 

Channel is a popular television show 

featuring a Muslim host traveling around 

Asia in search of the best halal food for 

Muslim travellers. SalamWeb, a sharia-

compliant mobile browser, is gaining 

popularity as an alternative for Muslims 

who want to avoid gambling or 

pornographic content, preferring content 

aligned with Islamic values. Its users �ag 

inappropriate webpages, and the browser 

has functions to remind Muslims of 

prayer times and kiblah, the direction 

Muslims face when praying. 

In halal fashion, mainstream retailers 

like Macy’s in the US and global brand 

H&M have launched their own “modest” 

fashion lines, while fashion magazines 

are featuring more Muslim models on 

their covers.

“From a commercial point of view, the 

cost of making a halal product is not 

prohibitive,” said Jeremy Nasrulhaq, 

FCMA, CGMA, a former �nance director at 

Unilever Malaysia. “A management 

accountant will have to do the analysis, 

determine the cost impact on margins, 

Cosmetics, like these for sale 
in Indonesia, can be certified 
as halal if they contain no 
ingredients derived from 
non-halal animals. 
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and make recommendations to the 

company — is it worthwhile to meet the 

demand for halal products?”

Halal phobia
Some consumers in the West, however, 

have certain misgivings about halal 

products. Some have called it “halal 

phobia”.

Scandinavia’s largest dairy producer, 

Arla Foods, has faced pushback in some 

markets when it tried putting halal labels 

on its products. “It sometimes carries a 

negative connotation to the non-Muslim 

consumers,” said Henrik Björkqvist, an Arla 

Foods senior general manager for Malaysia 

and Singapore markets. 

“The non-Muslims perceive it as 

negative because for some of them, halal 

represents inhumane slaughter and that 

halal is something very Muslim,” he said, 

referring to the Islamic practice of 

slaughtering animals with a sharp blade to 

the neck. Animal rights activists condemn 

the religious practice. They say stunning an 

animal before slaughter is the more 

humane method, though Muslims 

disagree. (See the sidebar “What Makes 

Something Halal?”)

Another challenge faced by companies 

and countries in the halal industry is the 

lack of standardisation in the halal 

certi�cation process. A halal certi�cation 

from one country may not be recognised in 

another. 

Headquartered in Denmark, Arla Foods 

also operates in the Middle East. Con�dent 

that this experience would give it an 

advantage in Malaysia, a Muslim-majority 

country, it was caught o�-guard by the 

stringent Malaysian halal authority when it 

entered the South-East Asia market in 2015.

“In Malaysia you need to break down the 

microbiology … the entire product,” 

Björkqvist said.

Yet companies are optimistic that those 

challenges can be overcome. Governments 

are increasingly calling for mutual 

recognition among national halal 

certi�cation bodies. There are some 

positive results in that regard. Malaysia, 

widely recognised as a pioneer in halal 

certi�cation, has recognised 78 foreign 

certi�cation bodies from 45 countries, 

according to a list published by the 

Department of Islamic Development 

Malaysia. Blockchain is also being 

deployed to solve inconsistencies in the 

certi�cation process and increase 

transparency. 

Expert’s view: Start with Muslim consumers’ needs

By Tevilyan Yudhistira Rusli, FCMA, CGMA

An increasing number of products and services have been provided for Muslims 

in recent years. And it’s not difficult to see the demand for such products. On the 

streets of Indonesia, for example, you see more women wearing hijabs, or 

headscarves. There are also more halal food and Islamic finance products, and 

the trend is not declining. 

But I would argue that it’s not just about halal products and services. The bigger 

picture is about the Muslim community worldwide. Companies have to start 

asking themselves: What is the Muslim consumer trend?

Management accountants help businesses grow and improve performance. The 

purpose of a consumer goods company is to serve all consumers. If one 

consumer segment like the Muslim community is growing faster than the 

general population, you would expect that the segment’s consumption will 

increase.

Companies thinking of getting into the halal market need to also understand that 

merely having a halal stamp is not enough. Getting the certification is the bare 

minimum to make your products attractive to Muslim consumers.

To penetrate the halal market, you have to think of it from an end-to-end 

perspective. It starts with understanding the consumer: What do they need? Then 

you can work backwards from there. Here are a few things to keep in mind:

Market sizing

In the case of halal products, it will be the same as an analysis of other 

segments, like the low-end or premium segment. Treat this like a new segment. 

It’s not very different from trying to capture the youth segment, for example. If 

you’re in a market where the Muslim population is not the majority, demand for 

halal products will depend on macro trends like the country’s Muslim population, 

fertility rate, average age, and education level.

Product development

Take, for example, a Muslim woman who wears a hijab. She will most likely have 

her hair covered for almost 12 hours a day. What kind of shampoo and hair 

treatment will she need? I think those needs will be quite different from those 

who don’t wear a hijab. That means the current shampoo you have in your 

product line might not work for such a consumer. 

Marketing and branding

If you’re a marketing guru, think about the four P’s — price, product, promotion, 

and place — with insights on Muslim consumers embedded into them. You need 

marketing campaigns that touch the hearts of the Muslim community. If it’s in a 

non-Muslim majority country, you may have to create a Muslim brand to make 

your story matter. If you try to use your current brand and turn it into a brand for 

Muslims, how would that impact your non-Muslim consumers?

Tevilyan Yudhistira Rusli, FCMA, CGMA, is the current group chief auditor at Unilever 

based in the UK, and formerly the CFO of PT Unilever Indonesia, overseeing an 

annual turnover of $3 billion. 

Market sizingMarket sizing

Product developmentProduct development

Marketing and brandingMarketing and branding
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What makes something halal?

There remain differences in how academics and halal 
certification bodies define halal, which means “permissible” 
in Arabic. Traditionally, the concept of halal mostly referred 
to food preparation methods, and Muslims abstaining from 
consuming alcohol, blood, pork, and food contaminated with 
non-halal ingredients. However, in recent years halal is 
increasingly tied to tayyib, which means clean and pure in 
Arabic. With regard to food, tayyib is often referred to in the 
context of food safety. Food that is considered tayyib should 
be hygienic, exposed to minimum contamination and free 
from potential toxins.

Some examples: 

Halal cosmetics
Companies producing halal-certified cosmetics do not use 
non-halal ingredients such as fatty acids and gelatin derived 
from non-halal animals, and certain kinds of alcohol, in their 
products. Some extend that definition to say halal cosmetics 

should not be tested on animals or use genetically modified 
organisms (GMOs).

Halal dairy
Halal cheese, for example, should not include animal rennet 
or pepsin, an enzyme used to curdle the milk, sourced from 
non-halal animals. Under the tayyib concept, what is 
considered halal milk, cheese, yogurt, or ice cream may start 
from a dairy farm where animals such as cows and sheep 
are not injected with growth hormones and are treated 
humanely. 

Halal or modest fashion
Halal clothing should adhere to Muslim guidelines on 
modesty, where clothing items should cover most of the body 
for women and cover from the navel to the knee for men. 
Whether a clothing item is halal also depends on the raw 
material used. For example, shoes and bags made from 
pigskin leather are considered non-halal.

Alexis See Tho is an FM magazine 

associate editor. To comment on this 

article or to suggest an idea for 

another article, contact her at 

Alexis.SeeTho@aicpa-cima.com.

Will halal lifestyle products sell?
But amidst this halal “rush” is a huge 

caveat. Growth projections for the halal 

market assume that Muslims will want to 

buy halal products other than food. But 

will they?

Riyaz Kadir, a 27-year-old from 

Chennai, India, who plans to start his own 

halal dairy company, said most of his 

friends think halal is mostly about a 

method of slaughtering animals and not 

eating pork or drinking alcohol. Although 

he agrees with the interpretation that 

halal is a lifestyle that includes nonfood 

products, he said his Muslim countrymen 

may not see such a need. “Lack of 

awareness, that’s the main issue,” he said.

Thought leaders in the halal industry 

are encouraging Muslims to demand 

halal-certi�ed products in general, not 

just food, to build a halal ecosystem that 

involves the whole supply chain, from 

business �nancing to the end product and 

service. (See the sidebar “Expert’s View: 

Start With Muslim Consumers’ Needs”.)

“It’s really a groundswell, companies 

can only react to the demands of the 

consumers,” said Leonard Ari� Abdul 

Shatar, group managing director of 

Duopharma Biotech, a Malaysia 

pharmaceutical company, speaking on a 

panel at the halal conference. “It’s up to 

everyone in this room to demand having 

food [and] cosmetics that actually meet 

halal standards.”

“If you expect it to be done the other 

way, I think you’ve got your equation 

wrong,” he said.

The Muslim population will reach 

almost a third of the world’s population by 

2050, according to a projection by 

US-based Pew Research Center, and to 

Abdul Shatar, there’s no mistake that halal 

products and services will become 

commonplace. 

“[Halal] is coming to a stage where it’s 

becoming mainstream,” he said.  �Q
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Halal traditionally refers to food preparation methods, which can also apply to the ingredients used in processed foods, like 
these for sale in an Indonesian market.
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Management accounting techniques can play a central 

role in helping to ensure food and drink are properly 

labelled and represented. 

By Lisa Jack, Ph.D.

I
n 2013, Europe was hit by the 

“horsemeat scandal” in which DNA 

testing found that products labelled 

as containing pure beef were in fact 

at least part horsemeat. There was 

no health risk. The real outrage shown by 

the public was in the perception that 

they had been let down by trusted 

supermarkets and brands. It was a supply 

chain fraud, and in 2017, the perpetrators 

who had passed o� horsemeat as beef 

through their processing company were 

sentenced on a single count of fraud. The 

evidence was in the accounting 

documentation — falsi�ed invoicing was 

their downfall.

Food fraud, the deliberate 

misrepresentation of food and drink for 

economic gain, is commonplace 

worldwide and has also involved cheese, 

honey, seafood, olive oil, and spices. 

Economically motivated food 

manipulation can be linked to tax and 

duty evasion, false accounting, and 

funding terrorism. 

There can be food fraud instances in 

otherwise legitimate businesses seeking 

to ful�l large orders at short notice from 

major retailers or caterers, or simply 

seeking to survive another day in a 

frenetic industry with paper-thin 

margins. Or it may be committed by 

organised criminal groups. 

The honey trade in the Middle East has 

been linked to allegations of terrorist 

�nancing. There are cases of tax and duty 

evasion involving smuggled garlic from 

China being sold as European garlic. 

Certi�cations might be false, with a 

worldwide problem in verifying organic 

produce, for example. 

In most cases, the food being passed 

o� is not unsafe. But where it is unsafe, 

the consequences can be fatal. For 

example, ground nuts or peanuts are 

frequently used to substitute for other, 

more expensive nuts, which is dire for 

those with allergies. Food fraud may also 

prevent people from getting the 

nutritional bene�ts they should from 

some foods. This is a problem in everyday 

foods, as even tea, co�ee, juices, spices, 

and meats are subject to substitution, 

particularly when processed or blended. 

There is an even bigger problem in 

nutrient-dense foods considered 

particularly healthful, also known as 

superfoods, or fashionable foods that 

carry a premium. 

What can finance professionals do?
In the UK, a government inquiry into the 

horsemeat scandal led to the setting up of 

the National Food Crime Unit within the 

Food Standards Agency following the 

model of agencies in Denmark and the 

Netherlands. Both these agencies have 

forensic accountants on the team. Also, 

the British Retail Consortium standards 

were amended to require companies to 

carry out detailed fraud risk assessments 

on individual ingredients. And the 

University of Portsmouth in 2014 

established the Food Fraud Group to 

recognise the potential of forensic audit 

and counter-fraud techniques as 

detection and prevention mechanisms. In 

the US, the Global Food Safety Initiative 

and Michigan State University have led 

the way in establishing risk assessment 

exercises and education. 

I
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The 2011 US Food Safety Modernization 

Act requires many businesses that 

manufacture, process, pack, or hold 

human food in the US to install preventive 

controls to minimise or prevent safety 

hazards. The US Food and Drug 

Administration is in charge of ensuring 

the requirements are met. A risk-based 

supply chain programme for 

manufacturers is part of the preventive 

controls. It must include:

yyy Approved suppliers;

yyy Supplier veri�cation activities such 

as on-site audits, sampling and 

testing of raw materials, and reviews 

of suppliers’ food safety records; and

yyy Documentation of supplier 

veri�cation activities.

Regulation to prevent economically 

motivated food misrepresentation is also 

in e�ect in other countries and 

jurisdictions, including Australia, Canada, 

and the EU.

One of the weaknesses in food and 

drink companies, and in their supply 

networks, is the fragmentation of 

systems. The initiatives around food 

fraud risk assessment are largely given to 

quality and technical teams to 

implement. They are experts in food 

safety but not in fraud. In addition,  

the quality systems are seldom well 

integrated with �nance, human 

resources, purchasing, diagnostic testing, 

or sales systems. The result is that the 

masses of data produced are often not 

used to create useful information.

The Food Fraud Group at the University 

of Portsmouth takes a di�erent view on 

the approaches needed. The group asserts 

that the management control and 

accounting systems and processes in an 

organisation or supply chain are as vital as 

food safety and food quality systems to 

combat fraud. The Food Fraud Group 

points to counter-fraud (anti-fraud in the 

US) and forensic auditing to help identify 

potential violations and fraud. It also 

points to cross-functional teams and 

innovative business analytics to help 

improve traceability of products. In turn, 

this ensures more e�ective management 

of food supply chains by streamlining 

data on what might be many thousands of 

purchases of ingredients and products. 

This is where business partners from 

�nance and accounting can make a real 

di�erence.

Management accountants can ensure 

that management control and data 

analysis systems are designed to prevent 

Assessing and mitigating vulnerabilities

How vulnerable a food item is to economically motivated manipulation depends 
on several characteristics, including the market price of its raw ingredients and 
whether they have been manipulated in the past and its level of processing.

The Switzerland-based multinational food and drink company Nestlé uses 
vulnerability assessments and mitigation processes to prevent food fraud. The 
mitigation involves these steps:
yyy Establish measurable specifications to control raw materials. For 

example, the quality of olive oil can be measured by its absorption of 
ultraviolet light.
yyy Monitor raw materials and verify their authenticity with analytical 

methods.
yyy Build trusted relationships with suppliers. Factors such as approval 

of suppliers’ production sites, readiness to share information, and 
suppliers’ reputation play a role.
yyy Audit specific raw material production and handling sites.
yyy Map your supply chain and identify sources of risk through, for example, 

questionnaires and supplier assurance and audit processes.
yyy Eliminate sources of risk in the supply chain. 

and detect fraud of all types, not just in 

food. Better prepared organisations have 

fraud policies and procedures in place, 

along with designated fraud o�cers and 

whistle-blowing systems designed to 

protect the whistle-blower. They also 

have monitoring and evaluation systems 

that include reporting of key 

performance indicators that measure 

losses through shrinkage, theft, and 

fraud to the board of directors (possibly 

via an audit committee). One of the 

biggest issues in the food industry, 

though, is that many businesses are 

small or midsized, without the resources 

for comprehensive counter-fraud 

measures.

A few inexpensive steps that SMEs can 

take include due diligence on suppliers, 

customers, and employees; training and 

education; keeping good records; and 

investing in IT to ensure traceability of 

ingredients and products going out. (See 

the sidebar “Assessing and Mitigating 

Vulnerabilities” for steps Switzerland-

based multinational food and drink 

company Nestlé takes to mitigate its 

vulnerability to food fraud.)

There are particular red �ags for fraud 

that accountants and auditors should be 

looking for when processing transactions 

and compiling analytical management 

accounting reports in the food and drink 

industry. Let’s look at three areas where 

this applies — internal management, 

suppliers, and customers. 

Internal management
yyy More (or fewer) processed/

packaged items are going out than 

the ingredients purchased would 

make. This is where systems should 

be integrated, to link recipes and 

speci�cations with the �nance 

system. Another approach is to carry 

out regular “mass balance” exercises: 

What comes in less what is wasted 

should equal what goes out. It might 

be that one ingredient has been 

substituted for another or that dates 

have been changed. 
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Lisa Jack, Ph.D., is professor in 

accounting in the Accounting and 

Financial Management Department at 

Portsmouth Business School. To 

comment on this article or to suggest 

an idea for another article, contact 

Sabine Vollmer, an FM magazine 

senior editor, at Sabine.Vollmer@

aicpa-cima.com.

��y The company is paying even prices 

for ingredients over a long period 

of time. Commodity prices are 

notoriously volatile. It may be that 

there is some contractual pricing 

arrangement in place, backed with 

futures contracts, hedging, etc. Or it 

may be that the goods supplied are 

not as promised.

��y The gross margins on products 

are even over time, even when 

ingredients are di�cult to source 

due to weather- or disease-related 

problems. Checks, where possible, 

against competitors may reveal that 

substitutes are being made from 

nonagreed sources. Again, it is a 

volatile and unpredictable industry 

— evenness could be a sign of great 

management or a big red �ag.

��y Unusual requisition orders are made 

for packaging and ingredients.

��y There is evidence of systems 

override. Are regular checks carried 

out on who accesses the computer 

systems both on the production side 

and in �nance?

��y Standard red �ags for internal fraud: 

authorisation-level violations or 

frequent payments just under the 

authorisation level; evidence of 

kickbacks, perhaps in the creation 

of sundry or special account codes 

that are not routinely checked; 

suppliers and customers with links 

to employees; and so on.

Suppliers
��y The supplier consistently gives the 

lowest prices. Questions should 

be asked about such a supplier, 

especially if no one else can meet 

that price or give such a generous 

margin. This is an industry that 

typically runs on an average of 1% 

net margin — no one can a�ord 

giveaways.

��y Alternatively, the supplier o�ers 

to get hard-to-source premium 

products that will ensure your status 

as a premium producer or retailer. 

You are willing to pay a little extra, 

but you should check. Sa�ron, 

for example, is one of the most 

substituted ingredients in the world 

and one of the most expensive. Fine 

wines can be a�ected by the same 

kind of fraud. Like sa�ron, the bottle 

and label might look authentic, 

but the contents could be a much 

cheaper wine. This is where lab test 

results really do need to be checked 

against �nancial records.

��y The supplier can get hold of 

ingredients easily and quickly, 

even when the market is a�ected 

by shortages. This is where 

business partners working as a 

cross-functional team add value by 

simply comparing notes and issuing 

alerts.

��y Signi�cant use is made of open 

markets, agents, and brokers. This 

leads to a well-recognised supply 

chain issue: What do you know about 

your suppliers’ suppliers? 

��y There is a request to put a supplier on 

the authorised list on short notice as 

demand exceeds supply or to make a 

short cut in authorisation. Collusion 

between the supplier and the buyer 

is possible.

��y One supplier is paid fractionally 

more than another. This is largely a 

low-margin, high-volume industry. 

In a case in the UK, the buyers agreed 

on a price for potatoes that was 

around a penny a bag higher than 

their other suppliers. This mounted 

into an alleged fund of several 

million pounds, used for kickbacks 

for the buyer and the supplier. The 

retailer uncovered the fraud by 

asking the right questions, but the 

�nance director of the supplier was 

one of those who went to jail.

Customers
��y Is your business under pressure 

from its customers? Answer: 

Always. Whether your customer is 

the consumer, retailer, caterer, or 

processor, everyone is trying to get 

a share of that market, to hang on to 

that tight margin. Everyone wants 

a discount. If as a supplier, you 

�nd co-workers or a competitor 

ful�lling last-minute or unusually 

large orders when demand exceeds 

supply, for example, then this is a 

red �ag.

��y On another level, is the customer 

sending back inventory? Is it resold 

or sent to waste? Can it be traced, or 

is it being reprocessed or otherwise 

used to create an income for 

someone?

Keeping it clean
Finance professionals should be 

designing systems that facilitate 

traceability exercises and audit tests that 

detect anomalies in systems. By treating 

food fraud as seriously as other fraud, 

the �nance team can help build resilient 

businesses that tackle fraud from all 

angles. The lab, the production system, 

and the management systems — and the 

teams involved — need to integrate more 

fully. In the end, it is not just the pro�ts 

and reputation of the business that are at 

stake. It is the health, wellbeing, and 

lives of those who eat.   Q

Management accountants can 
ensure that management control 
and data analysis systems are 
designed to prevent and detect fraud 
of all types, not just in food.
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SweetTree Home Care Services faced a number of key 

decisions and challenges in upgrading accounting software 

to accommodate growth. Here’s what it learned. 

By Sarah Ghosh, FCMA, CGMA

I
n the summer of 2018, SweetTree 

Home Care Services came to a 

crossroads. 

For nearly 15 years, SweetTree had 

built a successful business providing 

high-quality care and support for 

individuals at home and in the 

community across London and other 

parts of the UK. In the process, the 

organisation, which has more than 500 

employees and revenue of £9 million 

($11.7 million), has helped to make living 

at home possible for more than 10,000 

clients, many of them elderly and some 

facing challenges such as dementia, 

neurological conditions, learning 

disabilities, and brain injuries.

 Over time, SweetTree established a 

training academy and a social enterprise 

where individuals with physical and 

social challenges could gain skills 

through participating in a variety of 

farm-related activities. The organisation’s 

leaders then saw an opportunity to 

provide a di�erent kind of service to 

clients focused on the use of technology. 

Speci�cally, SweetTree wanted to launch 

another business, SweetTree Connect, to 

provide a connected technology-assisted 

independent living service with the aim 

of transforming the life experiences of 

people living in the community. As 

�nance director, my job was to help make 

that dream a reality. 

One of the most important decisions 

we had to make was regarding our 

accounting software. Would the current 

system su�ce, or would we need to move 

in a new direction? Blessed with 

experience implementing �nance 

systems in larger organisations, I was 

comfortable taking a lead role and 

guiding the �nance team of �ve people 

on the journey. This article recounts our 

trek to a new accounting software 

solution — giving you a prime seat for an 

adventure marked by pivotal decisions, 

unexpected challenges, and lessons 

learned. 

The goal of this case study is to help 

other �nance leaders guide their 

businesses through similar major 

technology investments. While this 

article highlights the vendors we used, 

the lessons learned could be applied to 

working with a variety of vendors when 

approaching a similar project. 

Choosing the software
The project began in July 2018 with a 

review of our existing accounting software 

to evaluate whether it could take us to the 

next growth level, enhance our customer 

service, and support SweetTree Connect, 

which would operate on a di�erent 

business model than SweetTree Home 

Care Services. 

We also were keen to move to a 

cloud-based solution that would remove 

the need for hosting on-site, provide easy 

remote network access to employees, and 

supply a richer level of �nancial reporting 

to support business decisions.

When we factored in our goals for 

growth and operational e�ciencies, our 

project team realised that we needed to 

either upgrade our current accounting 

package or implement a completely new 

one. 

“In our world, �nance is a business-

critical function,” said Barry Sweetbaum, 

managing director of SweetTree Home 

Care Services and SweetTree Connect. 

“Hence we required a �nance software 

solution that could grow with us and give 

us the �exibility to manage di�erent 

I
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business models, such as SweetTree 

Connect.” 

We ended up considering �ve 

accounting solutions, which included 

one from our existing provider. 

It was challenging to choose. A lot of 

smaller accounting systems would have 

�tted what we needed at the time but did 

not demonstrate that they were scalable 

with the development road maps to 

support SweetTree’s business diversity 

and desired growth. We wanted a solution 

that would pull all our management 

information into a uni�ed environment 

and give us “one version of the truth”.

Another driver in the decision was the 

number of people on the team. One 

person had moved on before the project 

began, and our research indicated that 

the system would save the team enough 

time in the long run that we did not have 

to replace that role. In the short term, the 

team faced the challenge of completing 

project tasks and ful�lling existing 

operational responsibilities despite being 

a person down. 

We weighed the following expected 

bene�ts in evaluating the �ve accounting 

platforms: 

yyy Great reporting capability, including 

the �exibility to slice and dice 

�nancial information in ways 

to provide insights for making 

business-critical decisions.

yyy Streamlined processes that reduce 

non-value-add activity such as paper 

�ling, spreadsheet reconciliations, 

and manual collection of late 

payments. 

yyy Increased �nancial control through 

work�ow approval levels, providing 

full audit trails.

yyy The capacity to support a growing 

business and changing processes. 

yyy Audit trails on all supplier and client 

interactions.

yyy Opportunity to expand end-to-end 

processes through further module 

integration. 

yyy A completely cloud-based solution, 

freeing up on-site server capacity.

yyy The ability to move the invoicing for 

SweetTree Home Care Services from 

our operational scheduling system 

to the new system, allowing us to 

keep �nancial transactions in one 

place for ease of debt collection and 

management. This was especially 

important. 

After careful consideration of our �ve 

�nalists, we selected Oracle NetSuite. 

Though priced higher than our existing 

system, NetSuite brought quanti�able 

current and future bene�ts relating to 

simpli�ed automated processes and 

support for SweetTree Connect. In 

addition, we would no longer have to 

devote IT time to apply upgrades to the old 

system and resolve any issues with these.

Plotting a path to installation
The SweetTree project team lacked the 

technical expertise and time to 

implement the new system without 

assistance. We considered hiring an 

independent contractor, but we found 

few available with the necessary skills for 

this installation. In addition, these 

contractors charged rates on a per-day 

basis, opening up the risk of exceeding 

the budget if the project overran. 

We engaged with a couple of 

implementation companies to give us 

some initial quotes, but we weren’t 

comfortable with their price tags or their 

ability to meet all of our project goals. We 

also asked NetSuite for guidance, which 

led us to one of their alliance partners. 

After a number of discussions about 

approach and after speaking with one of 

their clients, we decided to work with a 

company called AzroNet. Its team 

specialised in NetSuite, and they could 

work both on-site and remotely as 

needed, a level of �exibility the other 

potential providers didn’t o�er. (See the 

sidebar, “Best Practices for Accounting 

Software Installations”, for tips from 

AzroNet’s director for companies 

implementing enterprise resource 

planning and �nancial systems.)

Another key driver in the decision was 

our desire to reroute invoice generation 

from our operational system to the new 

accounting system. Due to the complexity 

of how we bill and invoice our clients and 

funders, this is not standard within the 

package. AzroNet agreed to carry out 

bespoke development. 

Planning for success
We followed a structured approach to the 

implementation, working to an overall 

plan provided by AzroNet that outlined 

the key milestones. I also had a more 

detailed task/resource plan to manage the 

delivery of each milestone. We divided 

Sprint: Overview

Sprint 1 Sprint 2 Sprint 3 Sprint 4 Sprint 5 Sprint 6 Sprint 7

Block 

contract: 

Funder pays 

set amount 

for client care

Self-funder: 

Client pays 

for own care

Single funder: 

Funder pays 

for all client 

care

Invoices with 

expenses

Split funders: 

Payment of 

set value as 

contribution 

by one or 

more funders

Percentage 

discount

Split funders: 

Based on 

percentage 

split

PRIORITY DESIRABLE

Source: SweetTree Home Care Services.
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the billing and invoice development 

timeline into sprints based on business 

criticality (see the graphic, “Sprint: 

Overview”). Sprints 1–4 were essential for 

transitioning to the new system, while 

sprints 5–7 added desired capabilities not 

required for the new system to function. 

The amount of time required for each 

sprint varied depending on the 

complexity of each development piece, 

the names of which are listed in the 

graphic. 

To guide the initial set-up, we were 

required to �ll out a business 

requirements document. Following an 

intense workshop with AzroNet to 

discuss key elements of the 

con�guration, we were provided with a 

template to set some initial parameters. 

This document was revised over time as 

the implications of what we had asked for 

were better understood. 

Challenges, solutions, and lessons 
learned
Our careful planning for this project did 

not prevent us from encountering many 

challenges, which caused delays. 

Following is a look at several challenges 

and our solutions for each one. 

Data cleansing
Challenge: Like many companies, we 

had data that were not in ideal shape. 

Although we would like to have started 

with our data being 100% accurate and 

up-to-date, we knew that daily 

operational priorities would prevent us 

from achieving this. We had already spent 

a considerable amount of time reviewing 

our source data and historical 

transactions prior to starting the project, 

so we were aware of the potential risks of 

not updating or correcting all of the data. 

Solution: Given what we already 

knew, we decided to set some parameters 

in terms of level of detail and history on 

what we needed to transition over to the 

new system. We then focused on making 

sure the data to transition were 

reasonable and gave ourselves four weeks 

to complete the transition, concentrating 

on data elements that were critical to 

ensuring that we could produce essential 

�nancial reports accurately.

Data migration
Challenge: We had to decide how 

much data we wanted to migrate and 

what needed to be in place to ensure a 

seamless transition. Initially, across all 

our companies, we identi�ed 30 di�erent 

potential data loads, such as our core 

client and supplier information, open 

invoices, and debtor balances. We also 

had to ensure that the necessary 

accounting entries were set up correctly 

as part of the migration.

Solution: As we learned more about 

the NetSuite con�guration, we decided to 

migrate 13 �les that were on the original 

data migration plan and apply some data 

directly into the new system ourselves. 

We would still be able to access our 

historical data after the installation, so it 

was not business-critical to replicate all 

transactions in the new system. Over 

time, our need to reference the existing 

system would reduce.

Data loads
Challenge: Even after installation, the 

�nance team would still have to import 

key data monthly. The monthly data loads 

would come from bank transactions for 

reconciliations, payroll data to capture 

people-related costs in our reporting, and 

expense transactions from our cloud-

based app for expense analysis. 

Solution: We understood the process 

of setting up the mappings needed to 

import data through the data migration, 

but the team still needed support in 

setting up the import templates and 

mapping �elds correctly. AzroNet 

provided us with training on importing 

data, and we were able to use live 

examples to test. The �rst live run 

required some rework as the team 

became more familiar with mapping the 

data. We now have the capability to build 

our own import templates.

Segmentation
Challenge: The building blocks for the 

new system are very di�erent from our 

previous accounting system. NetSuite is 

based on segmenting data across a 

number of elements, which allows many 

alternate views of the same transaction 

data, rather than the rigid code structure 

view that traditional accounting systems 

employ (thus enabling comprehensive 

and e�ective �nancial analysis). This was 

a new concept for the team and required 

some thought on how best to implement 

it in order for us to get the richness of 

reporting we desired across all of our 

companies.

Solution: AzroNet helped us de�ne 

what would give us the reporting 

capability we needed to support our 

business structure at the business 

requirements stage. As we understood 

more about how the segmentation 

worked, we were able to re�ne it to 

ensure we had a �nal structure that 

would work for us now and in the future.

Chart of accounts
Challenge: The growth of SweetTree’s 

suite of companies has created several 

chart-of-accounts structures, which did 

not facilitate ease of reporting.

Solution: Migrating to a new system 

gave us the opportunity to rethink our 

P&L structure and to consolidate this 

across all our companies. We had to 

undergo a mapping exercise that required 

some dedicated time and e�ort from the 

team. With AzroNet’s support we were 

able to set up a structure that gives us the 

automatic consolidation of �nancial 

information and the reporting formatting 

we required.

Bank reconciliations 
Challenge: We were burdened with a 

manual process for bank reconciliations. 

We wanted to automate this as much as 

possible and go paperless. The new 

system can fully automate bank 

reconciliations, but we chose to start with 

a simpler approach, due to capacity to 

Our careful planning for this project 
did not prevent us from 
encountering many challenges, 
which caused delays.
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implement, and to add the integrated 

banking module later to get the full 

end-to-end process automation. Another 

challenge was that during the project 

NetSuite enhanced the reconciliation 

functionality, resulting in some glitches 

that required additional time to resolve. 

Solution: We worked with AzroNet to 

understand and test the impact of the 

changes and automated the process as 

much as possible. The system is now able 

to automatically match 80% of our bank 

transactions. 

Vendor support
Challenge: NetSuite o�ers a range of 

support options with di�erent cost 

implications, but we didn’t know at the 

beginning of the project exactly what 

support we would need in the future. 

Solution: NetSuite’s extensive online 

help and resources were easily accessible, 

and with our consultant able to guide us 

through how the new system worked, we 

opted for only NetSuite’s online support 

package. The decision led to delays. 

AzroNet required vendor support to resolve 

technical issues generated by recent 

enhancements. The NetSuite support to 

technical queries on our account was by 

email exchange and ticketing, rather than 

immediately on the phone. We would have 

gone for the higher level of real-time 

support if we had realised at the outset that 

some of the NetSuite enhancements would 

require resolution.

Test environment
Challenge: We had to make a decision 

on the length of time we would need the 

test environment, the sandbox, to fully 

test the bespoke invoicing solution our 

consultant was delivering.

Solution: Our initial plans called for 

our bespoke invoicing solution to be 

completed in four months, so we agreed 

with the vendor on four months’ access to 

the sandbox. In the end, we had to extend 

this on a month-by-month basis, which 

had a cost implication, to enable the 

invoicing solution to be fully tested. 

Implementation partner working 
remotely

Challenge: Not having the AzroNet 

team permanently on-site during the 

critical stages of the project did introduce 

some risk. 

Solution: We had weekly project calls 

to review progress against the overall 

Best practices for 

accounting software 

installations

John Wynn, FCMA, CGMA, director of 

project consultant AzroNet, shares tips 

companies can use when implementing 

enterprise resource planning (ERP) and 

financial systems.

Getting ready

• Clearly define why you are implementing the ERP/financial system. What are 

the objectives? What will you be able to do better?

• Communicate to the entire user community so there are no surprises.

• Make sure the whole team can see the vision and advantages the 

implementation will bring. Keep that enthusiasm alive.

• Document and communicate the scope — and try to stick to it. Defer extras to 

a second phase.

• Do a thorough selection exercise to ensure that the product actually does 

what you need.

Setting out

• Hire an experienced implementation team that knows the product well, has 

business expertise, and fits with your culture.

• Stay in the same boat. Make sure the senior sponsors and users all agree with 

the objectives and the timeline.

• Avoid a “big bang”; identify phases with clear deliverables and tangible 

results.

• Create a clear and visible task plan — and be prepared to flex it.

• Assign a respected internal senior person to be the responsible focal point.

• Make sure there is a budget contingency to ensure you can cover the cost of 

extending the test environment usage if there are unforeseen overruns.

•  Allocate time for dedicated training; otherwise, this may cause you problems 

further down the line. 

Staying on track

• Give it attention — make sure that the in-house experts, especially the 

business process leaders, have enough time to participate. Backfill the 

resource if you have to.

• Formally review progress every week without fail.

• On day 1, start analysing the data that will be transferred; it is not too soon.

• Recognise that your existing data will have many errors and a big cleanup is 

inevitable.

• A new ERP/finance system is a great opportunity to review your chart of 

accounts and financial segments; make the most of it to get business 

information that adds value. 

• Don’t go overboard loading historical data; summaries and period-end 

balances will normally be adequate.

• Encourage your in-house team to dive under the hood — start to learn the 

details about how the new system works.

Getting readyGetting ready

Setting outSetting out

Staying on trackStaying on track
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high-level plan and to discuss speci�c 

problems and their resolution. We also 

had a number of dedicated site visits by 

AzroNet consultants, which really 

pushed forward the team’s 

understanding of how the system worked 

and provided direct access to resolve 

questions about what was asked for in 

the business requirements document. 

Dunning
Challenge: The �nance team had to 

manually chase invoices via email and 

telephone each month — an activity that 

caused problems because of its resource-

intensive, ad hoc nature.

Solution: The new system was able to 

o�er dunning functionality with the 

automatic sending of reminders at set 

time intervals. However, we did 

encounter another challenge with this as, 

during our project timeline, NetSuite 

introduced a di�erent process for set-up. 

This delayed the implementation of the 

dunning functionality by three months, 

as the impact had to be assessed before 

we could install the module and carry out 

the testing.

Results and lessons learned
We recognised at the outset that we 

would not be able to support go-live on 

all four SweetTree companies at once, 

given operational priorities and resource 

constraints. We built in a four-month 

timeline to get all companies 

transitioned and the bespoke invoicing 

solution in place. This was an ambitious 

schedule, especially because of the 

technical complexity around the billing 

and invoice process.

What helped us with the timeline was 

that we were able to transition a smaller 

company �rst and resolve any teething 

problems before we then focused on the 

larger companies: SweetTree Home Care 

Services and SweetTree Connect. 

We wanted all companies switched to 

NetSuite before Christmas 2018, so we 

focused on this as a priority. However, 

the bespoke development on the 

invoicing was so complex that AzroNet 

required more time, so we decided to 

defer this until June 2019. 

We had already mitigated the risk of 

the invoicing solution being delayed by 

ensuring we had a workaround to enable 

us to continue invoicing from our current 

operational system and importing data 

directly to the new system.

The changes NetSuite introduced on 

the banking reconciliation and dunning 

functionalities unfortunately did delay 

our timeline. We had no visibility of 

NetSuite’s development pathway to be 

able to mitigate this risk at the time of 

de�ning the implementation dates.

The overall outcome was that we went 

live with one company per month in 

October and November and two 

companies in December 2018, with the 

bespoke invoicing solution still in testing 

as of this writing.

Final assessment
Our objective was not to get to our 

destination in the shortest time, but to go 

at a pace that was realistic for the team 

and the business as a whole. In that light, 

two big lessons learned emerged. 

First, we could have arrived more 

quickly if we had in place a full-time 

project manager to work directly with our 

consultant and to ensure all risks were 

being managed. More focus at critical 

points of the implementation would have 

reduced the timeline. “The smoothest 

and most e�ective implementations are 

those that have strong organisational 

buy-in; ensuring continuous support 

from the management team and 

appointing a dedicated internal change 

manager is essential,” said Thomas Sutter 

with the NetSuite Global Solutions Centre 

of Excellence. 

Second, as we were unfamiliar with 

NetSuite at the start, we devoted more 

time than needed on de�ning the use 

cases and testing. The new system’s 

�exibility allowed us to operate in a live 

environment but be able to make changes 

as and when we needed to.

The implementation of the new 

system has given us what we were 

expecting to achieve. We now have a 

system capable of supporting the growth 

plans for both SweetTree Connect and 

SweetTree Home Care Services. Even 

better, the new system has more 

capabilities than we realised initially. We 

now have a tool to try out “what ifs” as we 

continue to streamline our processes and 

focus on the value add of what we are 

here to do. For our �nance team, this is an 

exciting place to be.   Q

We wanted a solution that would pull 
all our management information 
into a unified environment and give 
us ‘one version of the truth’.
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Financial 

professionals 

who grasp these 

key concepts can 

help companies 

make the most of 

rapidly evolving 

marketing 

opportunities.

By Jim Newcomb

M
icro-targeting — 

using digital data to 

precisely target highly 

speci�c audiences — is 

an essential means for 

companies to tap a new, rich vein of sales 

that eludes their traditional marketing 

e�orts. If CFOs are to capitalise on the sales 

potential, budgets will have to be expanded, 

rebalanced, and shifted between departments. That 

requires a signi�cant e�ort, and scepticism from CFOs is 

understandable.

However, in the race to make sales via digital and social 

Making sense of

micro-targeting

M
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media, and to maintain customer loyalty in the face of an onslaught from 

new competitors, the urgency is palpable.

Here are �ve things �nance professionals need to know when talking 

to marketers about investing in micro-targeting.

The concept is not new
Targeted advertising has always been around, but it exploded in the 2000s 

with the advent of the digital era.

As recently as 20 years ago, marketers primarily targeted customers 

based on broad data characteristics, such as past purchases, 

location, and projected income. Postcodes were considered good 

proxies for this type of information and served as the backbone 

of the direct-mail and catalogue business for more than 100 

years. More broadly, companies selected which customers to 

advertise to based on what researchers could tell about 

which newspapers they read or which television shows 

they were likely to watch.

However, the growth of Amazon, Facebook, Google, 

and ad networks has given marketers access to 

extraordinarily granular customer data. It has allowed 

them to combine information that customers share 

about their age, interests, income, location, and more 

with “browsing” behaviours they track to determine 

purchase intent, and to serve advertising and product 

messages tailored to individuals.

Data are key
By marrying this incredibly detailed customer data 

to powerful algorithms that can sort customers 

based on the performance of live advertising, 

decisions that used to take months and were made 

only against large segments are now being enacted 

in real time at scale by computers. As customers 

interact with ads, websites, and emails, the databases 

that held those data became further enriched with 

speci�c, detailed information. 

As this cycle has been continuously repeated, 

enriched, and improved upon, technologists and 

marketers have been able to create the most powerful 

marketing tools that have ever existed. Data have been 

used to scale companies from novel ideas to global, 

powerhouse brands overnight, and they have left behind 

others who did not adapt. In each case, the company that 

uses data better is ascendant.

Nor is the evolution over; far from it, in fact. We are still in 

the primordial ooze phase of development in digital marketing, 

where new leaders and new losers are being developed every day, 

and it is often hard to tell which is which at the outset.

Financial managers will need to partner closely with marketers to 

help make these investments, with both sides learning as they go. 

Fortunately, there are a few near-certainties that can guide companies’ 

investment decisions today and in the future.

How to catch up
Many companies — maybe even most — �nd themselves racing to catch 

up. Marketers are urgently looking to upgrade their foundational toolset 

to compete. Inevitably this will involve a series of signi�cant investments 

into new data systems or software-as-a-service vendors. Here’s an 

introduction to some of what you need to know:
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��y Database or data management 

system: This will house the mother 

lode of marketing/customer data, 

including names, addresses, 

products purchased, preferences, 

etc. The system needs to be robust, 

extensible, and able to interact with 

various digital platforms to both 

share your data and enrich your 

database. It is the heart of any digital 

marketing e�ort.

��y Identity management solution: 

Customers use many devices 

to search for information, buy 

products, etc., and they expect to be 

treated in the same individualised 

way, wherever they search from. You 

need a product or service that can 

identify them even when their IP 

address is di�erent and they have not 

signed in.

��y Analytics system: If you cannot see 

and analyse how your customers 

respond in a useful way, your 

investments are for nothing. You 

need to be able to analyse and 

optimise future performance based 

on past performance data and 

predictive analytics, or you will not 

be able to scale. Modern marketers 

are awash in an ocean of data, and 

without a platform to help you 

navigate, your business will be adrift. 

��y Decision-management tool: 

This is needed to implement your 

digital marketing programmes 

automatically at scale. A 

decision-management tool will allow 

you to plan and adjust how you reach 

your market based on the metrics 

you have coming in. You can adjust 

media buying parameters, switch 

priorities, adjust the art and copy of 

your ads, and de�ne and automate 

customer journeys from email, to 

display, to search, to web, to video, 

and to mobile across platforms.

The big concern with the marketing 

stack is how well these elements will 

work together. You and your team will 

have to decide whether to get all or a 

majority of these solutions from a single 

provider or whether to combine the 

o�erings of individual providers. 

changes that we made over time. We were 

able to achieve and then surpass our goals 

faster and much more inexpensively than 

ever before. Better still, the next campaign 

we ran did not have to change much 

because both we and the algorithm had 

learned how to drive better performance.

Invest in human capital
You need to ensure that your company is 

investing in the talent you need to expand 

your digital marketing e�orts. There is a 

serious debate about whether you need 

marketers or technologists in this new 

and fast-growing world. The answer is 

you need marketers who understand how 

to use technology.

Hire for solid marketing fundamentals, 

intelligence, adaptability, and experience 

working with micro-targeted campaigns. 

The platforms often make major changes 

without notice, and your teams will have 

to work through the implications of those 

changes on a regular basis.

The either/or construction underpins 

an old and outdated way of thinking: that 

marketing and technology are unrelated. 

We do not ask whether we need an 

accountant or a technologist to work with 

accounting software. Companies need 

accountants who can understand 

accounting, use accounting programs, 

and work with technologists on an 

as-needed basis. Marketing is no di�erent: 

Marketing needs marketers.

There is a need for smart,  

well-informed �nance professionals to 

ensure that the needs of marketing are 

represented in the budget, and that the 

company is making the investments it 

needs to compete. Similarly, there is just 

as much of a need for the technical 

support of IT professionals and 

consultants to install new systems. 

Finance teams can add value by helping 

bridge silos and encouraging thoughtful 

investment strategy in the development 

and deployment of this new capability in 

their companies.  Q

Jim Newcomb is a marketing 

consultant and a former senior 

director, Global Brand Management 

and Digital Strategies at Boeing, and 

is based in the US. To comment on 

this article or to suggest an idea for 

another article, contact Drew Adamek, 

an FM magazine senior editor, at 

Andrew.Adamek@aicpa-cima.com.

Either way, the trade-o�s can be 

painful, involving losing e�cacy or 

requiring more employee-hours to install 

and set up the tools because tool A or B 

works less well with tool C or the platform 

of choice. In addition, because the larger 

providers have grown their businesses 

through acquisitions of smaller �rms, 

even the expected bene�t of 

interoperability is usually somewhat less 

than advertised.

Use the information
At the heart of these systems and the 

whole marketing operation is your 

company’s �rst-party data — the 

information about your customers that 

you own. It is the source of great 

competitive advantage, your hedge 

against competition, and the means by 

which you will �nd new ways to identify 

potential customers. Without it, you 

cannot make the best (or sometimes any) 

use of marketing platforms, ranging from 

email to social media ads. It is the most 

fundamental information a marketer has, 

and companies will need to invest 

regularly to add to, build upon, and 

refresh their data frequently to ensure that 

they are useful. 

Once you have your data in a proper 

database, you can get much greater 

e�ciencies when working with a 

platform like Facebook, Google, or an ad 

network. It is at this point that your 

marketing team can commingle your data 

and the platform’s data to supercharge the 

targeting of your marketing campaigns on 

the platforms. By creating lookalike 

audiences based on your actual customer 

data or creating customised audiences 

based on what you know about your 

customers, you can reach your prospects 

and your most-likely future prospects.

The process is simple enough: Your 

team uploads customer data; the platform 

automatically builds lookalike audiences; 

your marketers select performance 

parameters, frequency caps, and the like; 

and the platform’s algorithms go to work. 

It is largely — but not completely — 

automated, and you will need marketers 

who can help manage the campaigns to 

get the most out of them.

The bene�ts of automated 

optimisation can be breathtaking. In fact, 

I once had a high-performing campaign 

improve against goals by 1,500% over the 

course of a year due to continuous 

improvements on hundreds of minor 
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The right set of spreadsheet skills can help 

determine what an asset is truly worth. 

By Liam Bastick, FCMA, CGMA

I
f you have ever been involved in a valuation, you will appreciate that a �nancial 

model is never far away. No matter what the technique used, access to valuation 

software is crucial. And Excel is probably the most common software for this 

purpose.

Many techniques can be employed to value an asset, a project, a business, a 

shareholding, and so on. However, one is arguably more common than the rest these 

days — net present value (NPV) using discounted cash �ows.

As many readers will know, the idea of a discounted cash �ow (DCF) is a simple 

one. Perhaps the easiest way to think of it is as follows:

yyy Let’s assume in�ation is running at 10% (and we will assume this is after tax, as 

we all earn our wages after tax, and increases in spending a�ect this after-tax 

wage).

yyy Something that costs $100 this year will cost 10% more next year, ie, $110.

yyy Something that costs $110 next year will cost 10% more the year after, ie, $121.

yyy Something that costs $121 in that year will cost 10% more the following year, ie, 

$133.10.

yyy However, they are all worth the equivalent of $100 now (as we discount these 

future values back to their present values) (see the graphic “Calculating Net 

Present Value”).

Find the real value with this

Excel technique
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Note that all of these valuations are for 

a point of time, not a period. This is a 

common mistake in modelling. We must 

understand when we assume the cash 

�ows will occur. 

The three most common assumptions 

are at the start, the middle, and the end of 

the period in question. Each assumption 

will obviously vary the overall valuation 

as a consequence.

Valuations include both cash in�ows 

and cash out�ows. Adding up all these 

positive and negative present values 

provides a net total: the NPV. The aim is to 

generate a positive return (a positive NPV) 

for a given rate of discounting, known as 

the discount rate.

This discount rate may be a mix of both 

debt and equity. The cost of debt, in the 

simplest scenario, can be easy to identify: 

It’s the marginal cost of borrowing the 

next $1. 

However, cost of equity is usually a 

more complex beast. It’s the required rate 

of return for the shareholders, and there 

are several methods of estimating it. The 

most frequently used is the capital asset 

pricing model (CAPM). This is not an 

article on valuation per se, so I won’t start 

a long monologue on betas, correlations, 

et al. — su�ce to say that this rate is 

always estimated post-tax because the 

underlying market data are post-tax. 

We have to compare apples with 

apples, so since we live in an after-tax 

world, we need to quote the cost of debt 

after tax, too. Allowing for simplifying 

assumptions, such as the tax credit is 

received when the interest payment is 

made, this allows us to use the formula:

Post-tax cost of debt = Pre-tax cost of 
debt × (1 – tax rate).

For example, if the pre-tax cost of debt 

is 8% and tax is charged at 30%, then the 

post-tax cost of debt will be 8% × (1 – 30%) 

= 5.6%. That’s pretty straightforward. We 

can then calculate the blended rate known 

as the weighted average cost of capital 

(WACC) as shown in the screenshot 

“WACC Formula”.

Sometimes, such as when comparing 

two projects in di�erent tax regimes, it’s 

advantageous to evaluate projects or 

companies pre-tax. This is where mistakes 

get made. If I have a project with a post-tax 

NPV of $700 and a tax rate of 30%, many 

will calculate the pre-tax NPV to be 

$1,000, being $700 divided by (1 – 30%). 

This is incorrect.

It is common practice that if you 

discount pre-tax cash �ows at the pre-tax 

discount rate, the NPV of this calculation 

must equal the NPV of evaluating the 

post-tax cash �ows at the post-tax 

discount rate. This is a fundamental 

principle that many are either unaware 

of or else forget. Don’t make such a 

mistake.

The problem is, how do you calculate 

the pre-tax cost of equity? It’s an estimate 

and is not equal to: 

Pre-tax cost of equity = Post-tax cost 
of equity ÷ (1 – tax rate).

As model auditors, we see this formula 

all the time, but it is wrong. Pre-tax cash 

�ows don’t just in�ate post-tax cash �ows 

by (1 – tax rate). Some cash �ows do not 

incur a tax charge, and there may be tax 

losses to consider and timing issues. And 

that’s just for starters. No, the pre-tax cost 

of equity is a balancing �gure. It’s the rate 

that generates the correct pre-tax WACC so 

that the pre-tax and post-tax NPVs are 

equal.

If you have more than four periods in 

your DCF, there’s a mathematical result 

from a topic called Galois theory that 

proves you cannot solve this 

formulaically. (I’ll leave you to prove that!) 

We have to “guess” the answer, and to do 

that we’ll need to use Excel’s Goal Seek 

functionality if we are using Excel as our 

valuation software of choice.

So how do we do this?

I will demonstrate as follows 

(download the Excel �le at tinyurl.com/

FMExcel�le819 if you’d like to follow 

along). Let’s use the �gures shown in the 

“Financing Assumptions” screenshot. 

Calculating net present value

WACC formula

Weighted average cost of capital (WACC) is calculated  
as follows:
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The post-tax WACC has been 

calculated using the formula (and range 

names):

=(PreTax_Cost_of_Debt*(1-Tax_
Rate)*Proportion_of_Debt) + (PostTax_
Cost_of_Equity*(1-Proportion_of_Debt))

where the inputs (above) have been given 

the range names shown in grey (to the 

right in the “Financing Assumptions” 

screenshot). It’s the Excel equivalent of 

our formula cited above.

There’s more though:

yyy The terminal value is an amount 

applied in the �nal period of a cash 

�ow to represent the value of future 

cash �ows after this point in time. It 

is typically calculated in perpetuity 

and uses the formula shown in 

the screenshot “Terminal Value 

Formula”.

yyy Some valuers will use a di�erent 

discount rate for this calculation, 

but this is highly debatable. (I will 

use the same rate — the WACC — 

throughout.)

yyy The cash �ow in the �nal period may 

have to be adjusted to smooth out 

capital expenditure and depreciation 

(for tax calculations), but that is 

a story for another day. What is 

important to understand is that 

the �nal period’s cash �ow before 

creating a terminal value should 

have achieved a “steady state”.

yyy The “tolerance” is simply an 

indicator for an alert check: It’s 

dangerous to place too much value 

in the terminal value. I have used 

the rather unrealistic 90% here as the 

amount that the present value of the 

terminal value may be of the overall 

NPV before an alert is triggered. A 

more common tolerance might be 

60%, for example.

The model requires further 

assumptions, as shown in the screenshot 

“Model Assumptions”.

I have just used “100” as my relevant 

cash �ow (ie, not including any costs of 

�nancing, as this is already included in 

the discount rate) for each period, but it’s 

the other assumptions that require 

further discussion.

The number of periods is used to 

determine how many periods of DCFs 

there will be (the explicit forecast period) 

before adopting the terminal value (the 

implicit forecast period) for further 

periods. My downloadable Excel �le will 

calculate for up to 20 periods, even 

allowing for a shorter �rst period (as the 

valuation will start from the Model_
Start_Date). In the “Model Assumptions” 

screenshot, the number of periods has 

been set to eight (8). In the downloadable 

�le, you can �nd this input in cell G33 (its 

range name is Number_of_Periods) of 

the “Pre-Tax Cost of Equity Example” 

worksheet.

The tax delay assumption is used to 

build in a delay for the payment of tax. It’s 

important to realise that DCFs are 

calculated using cash �ows, and it has to 

be when the tax is paid, not when the 

liability arises.

The timing of the cash �ows can be the 

start, middle, or end, as discussed earlier. 

Consequently, three discount rates have 

been computed, as shown in the 

screenshot “Calculated Discount Rates”. 

Financing assumptions

Model assumptions

Terminal value formula 
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These cells use the formula:

=(1+PostTax_WACC)^(#Days_From_
Valuation_Date/Days_in_Year).

The Days_From_Valuation_Date is 

calculated as:

yyy The number of days between the 

valuation start date (here, this is the 

Model_Start_Date) and the �rst 

day of the period when the timing 

of the cash �ows is at the start of the 

period.

yyy The number of days between the 

valuation start date and the �nal day 

of the period when the timing of the 

cash �ows is at the end of the period.

yyy The average of the above when the 

timing of the cash �ows is in the 

middle of the period.

I then used INDEX MATCH to select the 

appropriate discount rate for the 

valuation:

=IF(Counter<=Number_of_
Periods,INDEX(Discount_Factors_for_
Period,MATCH(Timing_of_
CashFlows,Labels,0)),"")

We can then calculate our NPV, as 

shown in the screenshot “Post-Tax NPV 

Calculation”.

Note that I have calculated this 

longhand. That’s because when we use 

dates and periods of unequal lengths, the 

Excel function XNPV may not always give 

the right answer. 

And even if it did — this is clearer.

As stated earlier, the TV Tolerance just 

checks that the terminal value (here, 

1,050), when considered in its present 

value form, is not an excessive amount of 

the total NPV.

Now, I know what the NPV is for this 

scenario. I also know the pre-tax cash 

�ow, the pre-tax cost of debt, and the 

mix of debt to equity. The only thing 

missing is the pre-tax cost of equity, so, 

given there are more than four periods, 

this will have to be solved for using 

Excel’s Goal Seek feature, as shown in 

the screenshot “Pre-Tax NPV 

Calculations”.

All I have to do is put together the 

above calculations where the discount 

rate is based upon the Pre-Tax WACC. I can 

set the only assumption cell (Pre-Tax Cost 

of Equity) to anything I like as this is a 

“dummy” value. Then, I activate Goal Seek 

by going to the What-If Analysis 

drop-down menu in the Forecast 

Calculated discount rates

Post-tax NPV calculation

The pre-tax cost of equity is a 
balancing figure. It’s the rate that 
generates the correct pre-tax WACC 
so that the pre-tax and post-tax NPVs 
are equal.
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Pre-tax NPV calculations

Goal Seek path and dialog box

grouping of the Data tab on the Ribbon 

(Alt+A+W+G). This brings up the Goal 

Seek dialog box, as shown in the 

screenshots “Goal Seek Path and Dialog 

Box”.

Then, you should set the PreTax_NPV 

output to the value in the PostTax_NPV 

cell by changing the Pre_Tax_Cost_of_
Equity input (the cell references may di�er 

depending upon how you model this). Goal 

Seek should then compute the correct 

Pre-Tax Cost of Equity rate to make the two 

values equal. In our example in the “Pre-Tax 

NPV Calculations” screenshot, this is 

22.55%, which is 5.41 percentage points 

higher than using the incorrect gross-up of 

the post-tax rate (17.14%).

It’s that easy.

However, you can make it easier. The 

problem with this solution is that you 

have to manually invoke the Goal Seek 

feature each time you change a relevant 

input. This can be automated by using 

VBA (ie, Visual Basic for Applications, or, 

more concisely, a macro) instead. 
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The following code was used:

Private Sub Worksheet_Change(ByVal 
Target As Excel.Range)

Dim rng As Range
For Each rng In Target
Debug.Print rng.Address
If rng.Address = Range(“PreTax_Cost_

of_Debt”).Address _
Or rng.Address = Range(“PostTax_Cost_

of_Equity”).Address _
Or rng.Address = Range(“Tax_Rate”).

Address _
Or rng.Address = Range(“Proportion_of_

Debt”).Address _
Or rng.Address = Range(“Terminal_

Value_Switch”).Address _
Or rng.Address = Range(“Growth_Rate_

in_Perpetuity”).Address _
Or rng.Address = Range(“TV_

Tolerance”).Address _
Or rng.Address = Range(“Number_of_

Periods”).Address _
Or rng.Address = Range(“Tax_Delay”).

Address _
Or rng.Address = Range(“Timing_of_

CashFlows”).Address _
Then
Range(“PreTax_NPV”).GoalSeek 

Goal:=Range(“PostTax_NPV”).Value, 
ChangingCell:=Range(“PreTax_Cost_
of_Equity”)

End If
For i = 1 To 100
If rng.Address = Range(“PreTax_Cash_

Flows”).Item(i).Address Then
Range(“PreTax_NPV”).GoalSeek 

Goal:=Range(“PostTax_NPV”).Value, 
ChangingCell:=Range(“PreTax_Cost_
of_Equity”)

End If
Next i
Next rng
End Sub

Note that all of these valuations are 
for a point of time, not a period. This 
is a common mistake in modelling. 
We must understand when we 
assume the cash flows will occur.

This can be shown in place, as 

demonstrated in the screenshot “Sheet 7 

VBA Code”.

After closing this window once pasted, 

the macro will work if any of the inputs 

(other than Pre-Tax Cost of Equity) are 

modi�ed. It should be noted, though, that 

it will not update if values are changed on 

other sheets as the code is presently 

written.

Word to the wise
This article is not intended to be a 

comprehensive discussion on valuations. 

WACC is not used for all cash �ows, and 

sometimes the cost of equity is used (eg, to 

value shares) instead. The downloadable 

Excel �le at tinyurl.com/FMExcel�le819 

can still calculate this — just set the 

proportion of debt to 0%.  Q

Liam Bastick, FCMA, CGMA, FCA, is 

director of SumProduct, a global 

consultancy specialising in Excel 

training. He is also an Excel MVP (as 

appointed by Microsoft) and author of 

An Introduction to Financial 
Modelling. Send ideas for future 

Excel-related articles to him at liam.

bastick@sumproduct.com. To 

comment on this article or to suggest 

an idea for another article, contact Jeff 

Drew, an FM magazine senior editor, 

at Jeff.Drew@aicpa-cima.com.

Sheet 7 VBA code



Do you wonder about the best way 
to build your personal brand? Are 
you hoping to assume a leadership 
role but unsure about how to 
become a better leader? Listen to 
insights from a global collection of 
finance leaders and other experts 
in the FM magazine podcast.

P O D C A S T S
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Eleanor Taylor, a 
senior manager 
at Nationwide 
Building Society, 
says agile business 
practices have 
benefited her 
internal audit team. 
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Agile business practices have moved beyond IT  

to create high-performing teams in other areas. 

By Oliver Rowe

L
ike many internal functions 

and most business areas, 

Nationwide Building Society’s 

80-strong internal audit team is 

always under pressure to do 

more with less or the same amount of 

resources, according to Eleanor Taylor.

Taylor, a senior manager at Nationwide 

and a chartered public �nance accountant 

who has 25 years’ experience as an 

internal and external auditor, was 

approached in 2017 to experiment with 

using agile business practices in the 

company’s internal audit team. The team 

is largely co-located with Nationwide’s 

wider business in Swindon in the West of 

England. The business is a co-operative 

building society owned by its members 

and is the world’s largest one of this type. 

With more than 18,000 employees, it is a 

major player in the UK market, where it 

commands almost 8% of the current 

account market and around 13% of the 

residential mortgage market.

Leaders of the internal audit team 

believed that implementing agile 

practices might help the team have a 

greater impact on the business and 

achieve more in�uence in the 

organisation, Taylor said. There was also a 

twofold imperative to introduce agile 

practices in internal audit at the company.

“It’s an understanding piece,” she said. 

“In many organisations, the 

transformation and IT functions are 

moving towards more agile techniques, 

which means that we … need to 

understand what that is so that we can 

audit those initiatives … to provide 

assurance to the board and to the audit 

committee that however that work is 

being developed, it’s being developed in a 

controlled way.”

Secondly, it is about working in a way 

so that “we complement the business as 

opposed to … the business becomes more 

agile, and we stay in this linear sequential 

approach to our work”, Taylor added.

 

Defining agile
Agile practices were �rst codi�ed as an 

e�cient, iterative process of software 

development with the Manifesto for Agile 

Software Development launched by 17 

Introducing agile into

internal audit

CASE STUDY

L
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software “thinkers” at a Utah ski resort in 

the US in February 2001. Their 12 

principles included, as the “highest 

priority”, satisfying “the customer through 

early and continuous delivery of valuable 

software”.

In a paper last year looking at agile 

within internal audit, PwC described its 

basic elements:

��y Fast planning and task prioritisation.

��y “Sprints” of two to four weeks to 

achieve speci�c goals.

��y Daily “scrum” meetings of the whole 

team — to check on progress and 

solve current problems.

��y Regular pauses (sprint reviews) to 

re�ect on what has been achieved 

and for planning the next sprint.

Taylor explained that implementing 

agile practices at Nationwide started small 

by selecting one team that had good 

relationships with the overall business 

and was willing to attempt this way of 

working. “We started small [three audits], 

listened to the feedback, and then started 

to improve it and then expand it.”

 

Measurement
According to Taylor, Nationwide focused 

the measurement of agile practices’ 

impact on “the things that are of value to 

us”. They are: 

��y E�cient delivery. 

��y Audits that are valued by the 

business, the audit committee, and 

the UK’s �nancial services regulators 

(the Financial Conduct Authority and 

the Prudential Regulation Authority).

��y Engaged teams.

After an initial process to identify one 

metric, those three metrics were instead 

chosen in order to provide “balance”. This 

multidisciplinary with specialists being 

brought into them, Taylor said. 

Implementation advice
Taylor’s three pieces of advice for a 

business seeking to introduce agile are:

��y Do not underestimate context: 

What works in one part of the 

business might not work for another 

area. One size doesn’t �t all.

��y Start small and get feedback: It’s 

not a transformation, and using that 

word will put people o�.

��y Set the right tone from the top: 

This creates the psychological safety 

to experiment and try something 

new. It’s a failure only if you keep 

doing the wrong thing. If it doesn’t 

work the �rst time, it’s a test. It 

becomes a failure only if you keep 

attempting the same thing.

 

Wider adoption?
Taylor is enthusiastic about wider 

adoption of agile practices. “So there are 

some elements of the scrum framework 

that won’t work, but there are some [that 

can] — the visualisation of the work, the 

management of the work�ow, the regular 

communication with stakeholders on the 

team, and then inspecting and adapting to 

what you’ve learned over the last two 

weeks. I can’t think of an area that 

wouldn’t bene�t from that.

“But it is all about context and 

adapting it to your context,” she said. “So 

I could see agile working really well in 

marketing. It works really well in call 

centres. You can use it in legal although 

you’d have to do some heavy in�uencing 

right at the beginning for legal. It’s 

de�nitely useful for accountants … doing 

month end. This is really helpful for 

month end, year end.”   Q

Oliver Rowe is an FM magazine senior 

editor. To comment on this article or 

to suggest an idea for another article, 

contact him at Oliver.Rowe@ 

aicpa-cima.com.

Resources

“A Business Leader’s Guide to Agile”, 
tinyurl.com/y5rtcvwy

“Agile Auditing: Mindset Over Matter”, 
tinyurl.com/y4snuzt5

was to avoid, Taylor said, a short, e�cient 

audit that turns out to be not valuable, for 

example, or an audit where teams are 

working 20 hours a day but are not happy 

or engaged. “But it’s so context-speci�c … 

it may be di�erent for someone else’s 

team,” she said.

 

Other benefits
For Nationwide, a bene�t is the added 

transparency that its audits now have, 

both for audit team members and their 

stakeholders. “So that’s particularly good 

for junior members of the team because 

they get exposed to some really 

challenging conversations. … They see our 

senior auditors in action and how they are 

able to articulate and in�uence the wider 

business.”

Increased autonomy is a further 

bene�t, Taylor said. “Using the scrum 

framework, the team now decides how 

they’re going to achieve that objective. 

And that provides them with a level of 

empowerment and engagement that 

means that they feel more commitment to 

that work.

“[The team understands its] business 

environment better than the senior leader 

who’s not in there every day. So they are 

better able to identify the best way to 

complete the work to get the outcome.”

Teams also become longer-lasting, 

existing beyond a single audit, and more 

‘In many organisations, the 
transformation and IT functions are 
moving towards more agile techniques, 
which means that we … need to 
understand what that is so that we can 
audit those initiatives …’
Eleanor Taylor, on an important reason for implementing agile practices in the internal audit 
team at Nationwide Building Society
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Report highlights importance of wider value creation

The “Purpose and Pro�t” Value of Value: Board-Level Insights 

report, launched in May, revealed that almost nine out of 

ten (89%) business leaders agree on the need to focus on 

wider value creation. Further, 96% of those surveyed say it is 

important to explain e�ectively how their organisation 

creates value for key stakeholders in the long term, and 72% 

believe in aligning pro�tability objectives to social and 

environmental factors.

Andrew Harding, FCMA, CGMA, chief executive–

Management Accounting at the Association of International 

Certi�ed Professional Accountants, said the research shows “the 

continued recognition amongst business leaders of the 

importance of value considerations wider than pure stakeholder 

value”. He added, “Such integrated thinking is necessary to be 

able to deliver value beyond pro�t, which is so necessary in 

today’s business environment.”

According to the report, business leaders regard three main 

factors as important to business success: meeting the 

expectations and needs of customers; inspiring and engaging 

employees; and pro�tability and �nancial return for investors.

The report, at tinyurl.com/yxae7agg, is based on a survey of 

almost 100 business leaders with the majority (78%) from 

organisations’ �nance functions. It is co-produced by the 

Association, stakeholder communications agency Black Sun, 

and the International Integrated Reporting Council, and follows 

the 2018 publication of “Purpose Beyond Pro�t” Value of Value: 

Board-Level Insights. This earlier report looked at the trends and 

challenges in measuring, disclosing, and understanding the 

value that companies create.
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Apply to become a 

practising certi�cate 

assessor

CIMA’s Professional Standards team 

is looking to engage current 

members in practice with a minimum 

of �ve years’ experience to become 

practising certi�cate assessors.

As an assessor you would utilise your 

knowledge of being in practice to assess 

new applications submitted to CIMA, as 

well as to give constructive feedback to the 

applicants.

The assessor’s role is a voluntary one 

with, on average, a commitment of two to 

three hours per month for assessing 

applications.

CIMA provides training and ongoing 

support for assessors. If you are 

interested in becoming an assessor, 

please reply to pc.applications@

aicpa-cima.com with your CV and a 

description of what you can bring to the 

role. The assessors’ panel chair and 

vice-chair will then review your 

application.

If you have any questions or queries, 

please contact the Professional Standards 

team at pc.applications@aicpa-cima.com. 
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Remembering the CIMA Benevolent Fund

The CIMA Benevolent Fund is grateful for a very generous £25,000 legacy 

recently received from the estate of a former member. This will help the 

Benevolent Fund to continue its work of supporting CIMA members through 

di�cult times. 

The Benevolent Fund relies on the generous contributions of CIMA members. 

Please consider joining your fellow professionals in supporting the fund by  

remembering it in your will. 

There are also other ways you can support the Benevolent Fund. Find out more at 

cimaglobal.com/donate.

On the other hand, if you yourself are experiencing �nancial di�culties, please 

contact the Benevolent Fund’s manager at benevolent.fund@aicpa-cima.com.

The CIMA Benevolent Fund is registered charity no. 261114.
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Ruth Smeeth MP, left, hosted the Association board and guests, and gave a presentation 
about the history of the UK Parliament and how it operates. Minister for the environment 
Thérèse Coffey, Ph.D., right, spoke about accountants’ role in business and in sustaining 
the environment.

Parliament hosts reception for Association board 

Members of the Association board 

and guests attended a reception 

hosted by the UK Parliament in 

London at the end of April. 

The event was hosted by Ruth Smeeth 

MP, who spoke about the history of the 

UK Parliament and how it operates. 

Minister for the environment Thérèse 

Co�ey, Ph.D., who was CIMA-quali�ed 

but resigned her membership when she 

became an MP, spoke about accountants’ 

role in business and in supporting the 

wider economy. She talked positively 

about the Association’s work and how she 

used her CIMA training in previous roles. 

Finally, she made a plea to the profession 

to work to preserve the environment for 

future generations.

The then Association board chair, Eric 

Hansen, CPA, CGMA, introduced the 

Association, spoke about CIMA’s 

centenary celebration, and acknowledged 

how accountants and auditors generate 

and sustain economic growth.
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Learning from
Leonardo

Leonardo da Vinci’s 
anatomical studies are part 
of an exhibition of the artist’s 
drawings until 13 October 
2019 at The Queen’s Gallery, 
Buckingham Palace, in 
London.

L
eonardo da Vinci’s life was a never-ending journey of 

learning. As museums commemorate the 500th anniversary 

of his death this year with special exhibitions, his mind and 

his works continue to astound scholars. In 2016, medical 

researchers writing about the mesentery, a misunderstood 

part of the human digestive system that they argued should be 

considered an organ, credited da Vinci in their paper. Da Vinci had 

accurately drawn the complicated layers of the mesentery centuries 

before. 

     The quintessential Renaissance Man’s thirst for knowledge and 

understanding of the world motivated him to explore many facets of 

science and art. Da Vinci even learned maths from “Maestro Luca”, or 

Luca Pacioli, the Franciscan friar whose 1494 book first described 

double-entry bookkeeping.

     Bill Gates, a longtime admirer of da Vinci and owner of one of the 

few surviving da Vinci notebooks, said in an interview in 2013, “It’s an 

inspiration that one person, off on their own, with no positive 

feedback — nobody ever told him what was right or wrong — that he 

kept pushing himself, found knowledge in itself to be a beautiful 

thing.”

     In today’s world, where “disruption” in the finance function is 

commonplace, management accountants who embrace da Vinci’s 

attitude towards learning can keep their skills from becoming 

obsolete.
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